“Before an audience can see it, before a camera can capture it, before an actor can perform it, before a director can design it, a writer must write it.”

– Farhan Akhtar
Conceived of in 2006, the Indian Screenwriters Conference is a constructive response to the need of screenwriters from all over India to come together as a community. This regular platform allows us to discuss and debate, criticise and complain, analyse and plan action, and forge bonds - individual and collective. In our unity lies our progress, from our growth emerges our success. Let the Indian screenwriting movement rise!
“The pen is mightier than the sword”

Over centuries the mighty pen has influenced ideologies, changed mind-sets and captured people’s hearts through unforgettable prose and poetry. The written word has given a voice to opinions, and expression to the imagination of the creators. Through this conference the question we are asking is - is the pen of the screenwriter today really mightier than the sword of the parameters he/she works with?

This battle is not all external. We, as screenwriters, go through a great internal struggle in response to the expectations, conditions and restrictions that are heaped on us by external forces. The greater enemy is the fear within us, which gives rise to doubting and limiting our own creativity. The fear of failure, fear of judgment, fear of letting our own thoughts and creativity flow without any boundaries.

Do we contribute to the continuation of this “fear” by letting it restrict our own thoughts and ideas, or writing to fit someone else’s?

We need to develop fearlessness internally, to be able to fight externally. We need to be bold and courageous to strike a balance between creative freedom and client servicing. Only a fearless pen can prove to be mightier than the sword.

Zama Habib
Hon. General Secretary
Screenwriters Association

WHERE THE MIND IS WITHOUT FEAR...

Rabindranath Tagore imagined a new and awakened India when he wrote this famous line.

As the theme of the fifth edition of the Indian Screenwriters Conference, it aptly inspires the imagination of an awakened screenwriter.

As Tagore reveals his own concept of freedom through his poem, we also wish to instill a sense of freedom in the mind of the screenwriter during a time when newer challenges emerge, every day, to creative freedom.

SWA organizes this national conference every two years with the goal of providing a platform for direct dialogue, and networking, for the collective gain of the fraternity of screenwriters. This year’s conference aims to explore how the writer's pen can be free from fears like commercial demands, audience choices, intensified censorship and even the disruption caused by the emergence of new media.

Today, it can be said that the primary challenge facing the storyteller is to overcome regressive interferences, which pose greater risks and newer challenges to creative freedom, in a volatile sociopolitical environment.

We wait for the day when the screenwriter would be completely free from external pressures, compulsions of the clichés and formulas, and even the second-guessing of box-office numbers; so that the mind can truly be without fear, and heart full of stories.

Preeti Mamgain
President, Screenwriters Association

Message from the President
जंदा सपनों की खातिर

इस शहर के कई नामों में से एक है 'मायानगरी'. स्कीन की माया भी कुछ ऐसी है कि उसके जन्म की स्थिति में हर कोई आ जाता है। कोई अगर देशकर शुरु होता है तो कोई उसके साथ होने की चाहत पाने पर नहीं है। हिंदुस्तान के मुस्लिम शहरों, बांद्रों और गाँवों में इस चमकी स्थानों में लगभग हजारों सपने और दिम की पोटों में बंधी कहानियाँ बन आ जाते हैं।

इसके बावजूद कुछ अपना मुकाम हासिल कर पाते हैं, कोई जनती तो कोई देशी से। कुछ समय तक जड़ जड़ जड़ जड़ जरूर होते हैं कि कोई छुपा कहानियाँ बन जाते हैं। गर गर गर गर कहानियों को किसने भी जनता से, तो भी एक पल तक की सच्चाई चाहिए। ऐसा क्या था? कहूँ हुआ? जब उनकी कहानिया में झूमके, उनकी जड़ जड़ जड़ जड़ जड़ जड़, जिसे महसूस और हर पल आने हुए होने को चाहते हैं। कहानियाँ चौंकते हैं। नैसर्गिक तरीके को जरूर नहीं है। स्कीनराइट्स को जैसे निर्देशक को। जब किसी के पतने पर है। जिन्होंने अपने मायभास से बता बनने की कोशिश की, जिनकी है, मान लिए या उनके सब सच्छ लिए, या स्कीन उन्हें अपना सबक पाने हेतु देते हैं। तब यह सुनता है कि हामीं रसायन क्यों होगा?

माना ये हिंदुस्तान ही नहीं, एक नया नए जनतीय होता है। नया जनता जनता आसन नहीं। माना कि इस रास्ते पर चलने में जरूर है। माना कि कई सम्बंधित ही करने पड़ेगे। तब फिर ही तरह करता है। सपनों की अपनी कहानियाँ को बाध्य कर रहे या अपने सपनों को अपनी कहानियों के अनुसार चलाते हैं। बजाओ के मस्त ऊपर अंगरेज़ संगु तक हर 'पशा' की कविता यही बाध्य करती है -

तड़का का न होना सबकुछ सहन कर जाना घर से निकलता काम पर और काम से छीन कर घर आना सबसे लंबाई होता है हमारे सपनों का गर जाता।

संजय चौहान
संयोजक
5वीं आइप्सी

दायरों से परे

सत्यम-जायेद की जोड़ी ने सिख दिया ‘जो डर गया, समझो मर गया।’

सारिके स्कीनराइट्स की स्नेही साहब ने सिखा एक यादेश को सहारा लेकर, दम गरवी की मुहस्बत का डाँड़ा है। मनोकामना है जो जब भी थीक, काफी बदनुकी वह गए। एक शहरों ने बनाया के इसी ताजहाल, सारी दुनिया को मुहस्बत की निशानी दी है। ये निशाना ही है लेसक को अकेर से अलग करते हैं। लेसक द्वारा अनेक कार्यालय सफ़ा होता है। इसी दृष्टि से हम रुकते नैसर्गिक पाने हैं, जब यह नैसर्गिक पाने है और नैसर्गिक नैसर्गिक। लेसक द्वारा अनेक कार्यालय सफ़ा होता है।

कहने का तो लेसक आज़ाद होता है। अपनी नैसर्गिक तो कहीं भी से जाते है। ये यह सुनने में अपनी सच्चाई लेकिन समझते हैं कि किस तरह मिट नहीं हो, सपनों के पर, जब अन्य वाले, कुछ स्वाभाविक और कुछ अनेक दायरों में चलने रहता है। उसकी विभाजन को ध्यान दें।

फिल्म लेसक के पास वैसे भी उपनाय लेसक के समान आज़ादी तो होती है।

उसे निर्देशक की अपनी तीव्रता में ही तकनीक नहीं होती है। टीवी लेसक तो भी है चाहता है। उसे हर समय आने वाली टीवी के मुनाफ़ की तकनीक है। उसे है मना क्या जाने कि आयो वह कि लेसक किस तरह लेसक नहीं है। ये यह हमारी अपेक्षा और समाधान?

इसी के लिए आयोजित है तो तीन दिन दिशा 'स्कीनराइट्स' यात्री कोन्फ्रेंस।

एक ऐसा सम्मान, जहाँ हम निर्देशक हों, वह चर्चा नहीं होता है कि आयो जय है।

चर्ची सर्गों होते, दायरों से भरे, इस उम्मीद के साथ, और इस विद्युत के साथ कि जहाँ एक लेसक को सिखाने के लिए समाज से आज़ादी की दरकार होती है, वही आज़ाद समाज के लिए लेसक की दरकार होती है।

सुनील सागरजी
संयोजक
5वीं आईप्सी
Dear SWA

Greetings from FSE and your screenwriting colleagues in Europe. I wish you every success with the 5th Indian Screenwriters Conference. I was struck by your theme “Where the Mind is Without Fear” as we are living in a world where fear is sadly on the increase and even promoted by those who purport to lead us.

Drama needs conflict but the writers who create it need an open and supportive society in order to thrive. I wish you every success in fighting the forces of fear and oppression where ever they arise, in our industry, in politics or in the wider world.

With all best wishes

Robert Taylor
President, Federation of Screenwriters in Europe

Robert Taylor
President, Federation of Screenwriters in Europe
Thursday, 19 July 2018

Dear SWA,

There is increasing pressure on artists and filmmakers around the world to conform to prevailing orthodoxies. Over the centuries we have seen how creative people turn restriction into inspiration and that their work outlives those who would silence them.

On behalf of the Writers’ Guild of Great Britain, I send all the writers gathered for the 5th PWA conference our warmest wishes for a very positive gathering.

With all best wishes,

Olivia Hetreed
President, WGGB
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Trade Union Congress, Union Network International, World Intellectual Property Organization
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A MILESTONE TOUCHED, YET MILES TO GO!

The Screenwriters Association (SWA, formerly the Film Writers' Association) organized the 4th edition of the Indian Screenwriters Conference, on August 3rd and 4th, 2016, at the St. Andrews Auditorium, Bandra West, Mumbai.

The Indian Screenwriters Conference (ISC) was started with the idea of addressing issues concerning Indian film and TV writers and lyricists, while also encouraging a dialogue on the surrounding social realities, within and outside the film and TV industries. The first Indian Screenwriters Conference, held at FTII, Pune, in August 2006, was attended by 275 writers.

As a natural progression, ISC saw tremendous support and participation from over 900 delegates and guests. It brought together screenwriters and other media dignitaries of the country for one-on-one sessions, sharing of thoughts and suggesting solutions regarding problems faced by the screenwriters in the current scenario.

The second, at the Indira Gandhi Institute of Development Research, next to Film City, Mumbai, in December 2008, saw 575 screenwriters and writer-directors attending it. ISC at St. Andrew’s Auditorium, Bandra, in February 2013, had the participation of 700 screenwriters.

The second, at the Indira Gandhi Institute of Development Research, next to Film City, Mumbai, in December 2008, saw 575 screenwriters and writer-directors attending it. ISC at St. Andrew’s Auditorium, Bandra, in February 2013, had the participation of 700 screenwriters.

SWA’s current President Ms Preeti Mamgain (then, the Treasurer of the Association); spearheaded the conference as its Convener, while yours truly happened to be the Joint-Convener.

Known as a chronicler of rural distress, Sainath presented some alarming statistics about the rural-urban divide in the country. His scintillating speech, which also called for a standing ovation, was infused with choice quotes, like: “You cannot plead a lack of inspiration of ideas and stories – this is a country where they kick you in the face.”

The renowned Hindi poet, essayist and Sahitya Akademi awardee Ashok Vajpeyi was the Chief-Guest for the inaugural session. Reputed journalist and Ramon Magsaysay awardee, P. Sainath delivered the keynote address, speaking insightfully about the ‘intersection of reality’ between the rural and urban India.
The theme of 4ISC was: ‘SO NEAR, SO FAR: Do Our Stories Reflect India’s Reality?’ While most of the sessions tackled this theme from different angles, other issues concerning the profession of screenwriting were also discussed. Here’s a quick summary of the sessions:

**DAY 1**

**Session: THE FEMININE FACTOR**

Moderator: Sanyuktha Chawla Shaikh
Panel: Juhi Chaturvedi, Sudip Sharma, Tushar Hiraniandani, Swara Bhaskar

The very first session of 4ISC addressed the changing gender equations in films. The panelists shared their views on characters played by female actors, the struggle to tell stories driven by female characters, audience’s level of comfort with stereotypical women characters and whether time had come for a more realistic screen portrayal of gender equations. As an extension to this session, women rights activist Dr. A. L. Sharda (director: Population First Foundation) highlighted some of the issues faced by women working in the entertainment industry.

**Session: SERIAL KILLERS**

Moderator: Saurabh Tewari
Panel: Gaurav Banerjee, Ravina Kohli, Purnendu Shekhar, Ved Raj, Zama Habib

This session drew attention towards the challenges and concerns faced by TV writers, content executives and creative heads, alike. The panelists exchanged thoughts about the assumed divide between popular TV content and social reality. They presented their arguments to understand why the Indian TV seems to be stuck in some unchangeable grooves, where quantity has taken over quality and pondered over the way out.

**Session: WRITERS AND PRODUCERS: PARTNERS OR ADVERSARIES?**

Moderator: Anjum Rajabali
Panel: Siddharth Roy Kapur, Ritesh Sidhwani, Ronnie Screwvala

The last panel discussion of the day delved deeper into the professional relationship between producers and writers. The panelists discussed ways to make this equation more collaborative, more mutual, and more productive for both.

The differences can be ironed out with mutual respect between these two natural collaborators. The producers must meet writers’ fair value and legitimate rights, and the reward of an array of quality scripts, which they seek, will present itself.

**Cultural Performance: DASTANGEOI**

The opening day of 4ISC ended with a performance of Dastangoi, the art of dramatic narration of Urdu stories. Delhi-based theatre practitioners Fouzia and Fazal Rashid, enthralled the audience with intense telling of two short stories, namely ‘Dastan Ghummi Ke Kabab Ki’, by Ashraf Subuoshi Dehvi and ‘Naini Ki Nani’ by Ismat Chughtai.

**DAY 2**

**Session: WRITERS’ RIGHTS: ARE AGENTS AND LAWYERS THE ANSWER?**

Moderator: Anjum Rajabali
Panel: Shashvat Desai, Tulase, Vinod Ranganath

The aim of holding the Indian Screenwriters Conference has always been two-pronged: academic and professional. As a reflection on the same, the first session on the second day of 4ISC addressed the issues related to contracts, Copyright and the emerging trend of agents negotiating with producers and studios on behalf of their writer-clients, against a fee or commission. Through this informative session, the screenwriters acquired a list of legal Dos and Don’ts.
Session: LITTLE BIG FILMS
Moderator: Neeraj Chhawra
Panel: Rajat Kapoor, Shonali Bose, Meghna Gulzar, Ashok Misha

The next panel discussion talked about the idea of writing and producing independent and small-budget films that stand true to their content and quality even if they are believed to not be doing well at the box-office. These films not only pave the way for fresh content and evolution of storytelling, they have also increasingly been ending up as surprise successes. This relevant discussion highlighted the issues faced by the writers and makers of such films, as well as the scope and future of such efforts.

Session: THE DIGITAL EXPLOSION
Moderator: Manisha Korde
Panel: Siewapati Sarkar, Varun Grover, Satya Raghavan, Chaitanya Chaukikar, Nishit Taneja

In the next panel discussion, the exodus of producers & studios towards the digital medium, or simply the web, was talked about. Besides creating a set of new challenges for TV and cinema, the digital platform has also opened up a world of opportunities for the screenwriter. The panelists shed light on the scope, future as well as the business model of the web entertainment, collectively urging their writer-friends to benefit from this new media while answering their creative and economic issues.

Session: THE BUSINESS OF TV WRITING: MAKING OF THE WRITER
Moderator: Vinod Ranganath
Panel: Jayesh Patel, Shashi Mittal, Aatish Kapadia, Sonali Jaffar, Farhan Salaruddin, Raghuvir Shekhawat

The final panel discussion at 4ISC was focused on the emerging trend of TV writers becoming producers and show-runners. The panelists talked about the factors which have made this happen and the significance of screenwriters as the generator of original ideas for shows. They also discussed the pros and cons of this development, agreeing wholeheartedly that the growing leverage of the TV writer affects the whole business of TV writing, in a positive way.

FWA Awards: FELICITATION OF SHRI VIJAY ANAND, SHRI SHARAD JOSHI AND SHRI SAHIR LUDHIANVI

The highlight of the closing ceremony was FWA awards, given to three luminaries of the film and TV industries. Late Shri Vijay Anand, Late Shri Sharad Joshi and Late Shri Sahir Ludhianvi were presented the FWA Awards for their contribution to Indian film writing, TV writing and lyrics, respectively. Our senior EC member Rajesh Dubey hosted the award ceremony. Actor Rishi Kapoor graced the occasion to hand over the FWA awards.

Vijay Anand’s award was received by his wife Sushma Anand and son Vaibhav Anand, while Neha Sharad, daughter of Sharad Joshi, received it on the latter’s behalf. Veteran lyricist-screenwriter and writers’ rights activist, Javed Akhtar received the award on behalf of Sahir Ludhianvi. Javed Saahab made the occasion truly special by sharing with the audience his personal anecdotes about Sahir. Such was the power of emotions pouring out of his spoken words that everyone’s eyes in the house went teary for a good twenty minutes. I, for one, am never going to forget for the rest of my life, the incident of Sahir’s Kafan –Ke-Paise, as narrated by Javed Saahab with a slight tremble in his voice. Moving on, the then Honorary General Secretary Kamlesh Pandey talked about the various FWA initiatives, throwing light on the association’s untiring struggle for writers’ rights. It was followed by the vote of thanks, delivered by the Vice President Danish Javed.

The two-day conference concluded with a loud cheer for the 4ISC organizing committee, the entire Executive Committee, SWA staff members, volunteers and each and every individual who made the conference a great success.

Friends, we went for the stars while striving for more than three months, to create a grand experience for all the participants. We might have missed the target on a few occasions, for instance when the scheduled delivery of lunch went for a toss on day one, but I do believe that what the audience took home in their hearts was much more significant and worthy of remembrance. I would gladly raise a toast to what all we could achieve during 4ISC, while welcoming the challenges, opportunities and the excitement of the conferences to come.

SWA Zindabad!

Zama Habib
Honorary General Secretary
Screenwriters Association
IS THE MIND WITHOUT FEAR?

AN INTERVIEW WITH IRA BHASKAR ON THE MARKET OF THE SCREENWRITER.

SWA: What according to you are the reasons that prevent Indian cinema from being fearless?
IRA: I think there are several reasons. I would say that the main reason would be the concerns of censorship: the concern that this material, whatever you are writing, the film that you are making, will not see the light of day; that films will get banned; that films will attract a repressive onslaught. That’s one very big reason.

The other reason that may be preventing Indian cinema from being fearless could be a feeling that writers/film makers may have that they have to continue to survive and continue to work; that they have to see this period through, and that they must project their views in a manner and create something that will somehow not attract the attention of the state.

The third reason would of course be the market. The market is a very very important reason, particularly for films, because they are driven by so much money and box office numbers, and also because mainstream cinema is judged to a large extent by success at the box office. Box office returns are a very important aspect of the way in which filmmakers and writers are conceptualizing their ideas. So I think this is another reason for the constraints that screenwriters may feel.

Another reason that prevents Indian cinemas from being fearless and this is related to the other two reasons I have articulated is that the imagination of writers and filmmakers has been severely affected as to what is possible to imagine.

So while the other two reasons are clearly identifiable... the political issue and the market issue, it is also true that the manner in which the writers and filmmakers, or artists of today, imagine their work, and the imagination of their world is also a reason that prevents untrammeled expression. Our imagination is conditioned by the society we live in and it's conditioned by the market as well. So screenwriters today are keenly aware of both the larger social forces and the structures of film distribution and exhibition that support a certain kind of film. This is not the earlier moment of the Indian New Wave that had an alternate exhibition structure albeit extremely restricted. Even “indie cinema” needs the film industry today in terms of a release structure.

If the film is not released, it’s not bought by Amazon or Netflix, or at least the price one gets on Amazon and Netflix is much lower than for films that are released. So it’s the way in which the writers imagine themselves and position themselves, vis-à-vis their worlds, vis-à-vis their work, and vis-à-vis their industry that is the reason that prevents free articulation of issues, of ideas.

SWA: Specifically, in the last three years, the political situation in the country has changed. Do you feel it has added to the pressure a writer is already reeling under?
IRA: Let’s just say that it’s not just the screenwriter but also other writers who are facing this pressure. All artists — including painters face this pressure. The biggest threat today is from right wing ideology and fundamentalism. Right wing ideologies anywhere in the world have always been difficult for artists. Not just in India, across the world there’s been a rise of right wing and fundamentalist ideologies, which are of course posing a major threat to freedom of expression.

Even in communist Russia, and in China, totalitarian, authoritarian, fascist regimes of one kind or another were dangerous. This is so because these regimes tend to control cultures, or they have a desire to control culture. So writers, artists, or anyone who holds an independent opinion and attempts to articulate that, comes under attack in such regimes.

But I think we also need to make a distinction here between governmental repression and societal repression or societal or cultural fear, or a culture of censorship. So cultures of fear, cultures of terror, cultures of self-censorship are as important as institutions of censorship. Because writers and artists are going to ask themselves, “Can I say this, or is it okay for me to say this? Because it can invite attacks, it can invite punitive measures, and my work will get affected.” So I think the most dangerous outcome or consequence of authoritarian/right wing/fundamentalist regimes is that a culture of terror and fear and censorship gets normalized.
SWA: Films have become a target for attacks for religious identities or caste identities. While it is true that the medium of films has a great power to influence public opinion, do you think as an audience we have lost our tolerance?

IRA: I think if the audiences are left to themselves and these films are released, audiences are not going to create ‘protests’. I think most of the time these controversies that they hurt this sentiment or that sentiment, these are controversies that are created politically. This is so because there is one particular group or the other that has a vested interest in doing this. And I don’t just mean the Hindu right wing. Padmaavat, of course, is one of the recent examples here. Kamal Haasan’s film Vishwaroopam faced the same thing in Tamil Nadu. In 1995, when Bombay was to be released, Bal Thackeray asked for the film to be cleared by him. This is after the film had been given a certificate by the CBFC. Muslim organizations then took exception to various scenes in the film, and they demanded that the film should also be screened for them, and that their sensitivities should also be taken into account. These are all extra-constitutional bodies that have taken it upon themselves that they have the right to decide which film is going to be released. And the argument they often use is that our sentiments are hurt. So whether it is the majority community or minority community, it is these social and often political organizations that make these demands. Because cinema is a mass art form and a film releases to the public in a massive way, it is seen as potentially disruptive. The reality is that most of the time, for example, when Fire released, there was no problem initially in the first few days of its release. But then suddenly, some organizations got into the act and said the film is about feminism, which is against Indian traditions, and demanded that the film be banned. They started attacking the theatres, but when the protests died down, and the film was screened, it did very well. The audiences didn’t burn the cinema halls down. Have we become more intolerant as a society, I think the answer is yes. But usually protests against films are politically motivated.

SWA: When a film faces so much protest, the state governments say we are not going to allow the film to be released. A few states didn’t release Padmaavat, for example.

IRA: There was no reason to do that. Nobody had seen the film at the time. Three state governments didn’t allow the film to be released because of the kind of political clout that the Karmi Sena was demonstrating. The logic that these state governments followed was that if they allow the film to be released, the effect would be felt in terms of votes because Rajput communities would be upset. So the state governments out of fear that their vote base would be affected took these decisions. These demands and actions are completely politically motivated, and completely unjustified.

SWA: Censorship has been an important part in our country. What are your views on the censorship of films?

Censorship of films is considered very important because cinema is a mass form. But the question is why is censorship important? Most of the time, censorship is directed against the depiction of violence and sex and political ideologies. Censorship has been there because there is always a fear or feeling among public institutions and states that films can have a very important influence on the masses. Actually if films were so powerful, they would have changed a lot of things. Censorship exists because the state believes it should be responsible for the moral life of society, and hence its institutions and its officials have accorded to themselves the prerogative of deciding what the general public should see.

This idea that a state should censor what its subjects should see, is a problem. But states do that because they feel that cinema is a form that is potentially very powerful and therefore it can have an impact, but most of the time this insecurity is not necessarily stated by the government, it is assumed by the people who are present on various Committees that are examining films. This is because people don’t want to take responsibility. Most members of the Examining Committees are status quaist basically. They want to take the easy way out. They don’t want to stand up and take responsibility.

Members should have the guts to say, so what is wrong with what we have cleared; but most of the time people don’t want to say that because they have a certain fear that if they let something pass, and it is challenged by someone, then they may be questioned and then lose their appointment. Most of the time, the reasons for censorship are just... inability to stand up for a decision.

But I would also ask writers to think that whatever it is they want to use in their work – is it necessary for the screenplay? If it is necessary and you can justify it then you must fight for it. But don’t use words casually… don’t use anything casually. You know? What you write has an impact.

So I think that kind of questioning is also very important. And I really want to say on the question of censorship that more of us should constantly talk about certification not censorship. It is logical that the CBFC should certify films and not censor them. Whether it is political issues or sexual issues or violence, we should certify films according to age, because that I believe in - I believe children shouldn’t see everything - so yes, I think those categories are important. But allow adult content, allow politically important issues to be discussed, because unless we do that we’re not growing as a society. We’re not growing as individuals. We’re certainly not growing as artists.

SWA: Haven’t filmmakers and screenwriters faced similar struggles in the past? Even then we had some writers and filmmakers who produced parallel cinema?

The situation is quite different today from what it was in the 1970s, which was the high point of the New Wave movement in Indian cinema. In the 50s, 60s, 70s, there developed a sharp split between the mainstream commercial cinema and what was considered art cinema. Whether it was films made by Mrinal Sen, Ritwik Ghatak or Satyajit Ray or the films of the Indian New Wave that began in 1969, these films were seen as parallel to the mainstream. There was a completely different kind of circulation of these films.

So with the conscious thought of the motion picture not being large over filmmakers and writers constantly thinking how will this do at the box office?
And we’ve had very strong political critique that emerged during the New Wave. The films of this movement, both those that were released and the unreleased films, circulated in film societies and national and international film festivals. Doordarshan also screened the New Wave films. So there was an alternate circuit of exhibition for these films, which is completely missing for ‘indie cinema’ today.

The 60s and 70s were very important for film society movements. We are talking about celluloid. Films were shot in 35mm or 16 mm. There was a completely different logic of both expectations of production and reception that governed these films. There was a very aware audience for the parallel cinema films as for the mainstream.

And the government investment in New Wave Cinema in the 60s and 70s was very strong. A lot of those films, for example Tamas on Doordarshan, or Bengali films, were not censored. There was a different kind of an atmosphere. So a lot of critique (against establishment) was possible then.

I also want to mention here what happened in the Colonial period. Before 1947 the British Colonial state was very keenly and acutely aware of the popular and colonial sentiments of the time and was very concerned that Indians were going to bring about a political revolution. They were very aware of the national movement, and were extremely sensitive to any expressions of nationalism and the desire for freedom. As an example of censorship, there is a film called Bhakti Prahlad which was made in 1921, a silent film, which was banned by the British Censor Board, because Prahlad is seen wearing a Gandhi cap and spinning the charkha, and singing a song in praise of the charkha. The intertitles of the film indicated the words of the song, and because of the reference to Gandhi, the colonial censor board banned the film.

Filmmakers were aware that films were getting banned. They knew that if they articulated their political messages very strongly the film would get censored. So the filmmakers found very innovative ways of articulating their nationalist feelings and their critiques of the colonial power.

One of the most significant and powerful modes of this critique was allegory. A whole cycle of saint films from the 1930s and the 1940s—SantTukaram, Sant Dnyaneshwar, a film on saint Eknath titled Dharmatma, Sant Janabai, among others were films that were biopics of saints from different centuries - 13th, 17th, 18th etc but they all addressed issues of the present. It was a very clever way of bypassing censorship since there was nothing in the narratives that could be related to the present.

SWA: So there are countries like Iran for instance and some other countries where there is very stringent censorship. How are the filmmakers the world over dealing with censorship?

IRA: So Iran is a very good example for us to look at. Iran’s own mainstream film industry was destroyed by censorship. It does not have a mainstream film industry at all. But it did in the past. Perhaps most people don’t know that the first Iranian film that was made was made in Bombay by Ardeshir Iran’s Imperial Movietone in 1923.

Currently there is a repressive film censorship regime in Iran. This applies to foreign cinemas as well. An ex-student of mine from Iran who loves Bombay cinema is trying to curate a festival of Bollywood films in Tehran just now, with the help of the Indian embassy. The problem he is currently facing is that a number of scenes in the films he wants to show have to be cut. He gave me the example of even Jodha Akbar in which the song sequence towards the end - the scene of intimacy between Akbar and Jodhaa has to be cut for the film to be screened at the Festival. No kind of intimacy or eroticism can be shown on Iranian screens. The portrayal of song and dance is also frowned upon. So regimes are repressive.

Today the filmmakers in Iran - Kiarostami, Majid Majidi, Makhmalbaf, Jafar Panahi - their films have small audiences in Iran, but they have a huge reputation internationally. Do they face censorship? Yes they do. So what do they do? They use allegory. They use children. A lot of the first wave of Iranian cinema was films about and with children. These Iranian films are not governed by the logic of the market, but have a different kind of an independent circulation of films.

I’d like to mention here Brazil and the Cinema Nuovo or New Cinema movement in Brazilian cinema from the 60s. A number of these films of Brazilian cinema countered political censorship in innovative ways, e.g Glauber Rocha and his fantastic film called Terra em Transe - Land in Anguish or Entranced Earth, which is about the politics of Brazil. And the kind of despair that intellectuals and the common people experienced in the 60s due to the nexus between politicians and big business that compromised the interests of Brazil to multinational capital.

Another Brazilian filmmaker Nelson Pereira dos Santos’ How Tasty was my little Frenchman is an allegorical black comedy set in the 16th century that addresses the alleged cannibalism of the now extinct Tupinamba tribe directed against French and Portuguese colonizers. Cannibalism works here as an allegorical trope about cannibalizing and destroying native cultures, and the historical genocide of the indigenous tribes of Brazil as part of Western colonialism. Allegory has clearly been an important form to counter censorship in this movement of Brazilian cinema.

Latin American on the whole has had a history of violent state repression, people disappearing, the crushing of revolutions. Argentina, Chile, Brazil have had histories of political opponents just being picked up, even young people open about their dislike for the regime that is in power have been picked up and they’ve disappeared to never return. Argentina faced several years of dictatorship and repression with a military coup in 1976 that led to mass disappearances and murders of anyone suspected to be sympathetic to left ideologies or just critical of the regime.

With the end of the military dictatorship in 1983 in Argentina, there were a series of films and television series that came out, challenging the regime and what it had done. The public demanded answers from the political regime especially about the missing people? There is a famous movement that continued for years called the Mothers of the Plaza De Mayo. Every week the mothers and grandmothers whose children had disappeared would occupy the Plaza across the street from the Presidential office building with photographs of their children, who had disappeared.
They demanded to know what had happened to their disappeared children and demanded their bodies if they’d killed them. Similarly, in Chile during the military dictatorship between 1973 and 1990, people were rounded up in the National Stadium and killed. Many films have been made on these histories.

Chilean filmmaker Patricio Guzmán was making a film recording the elections that were held when the military coup threw out the democratically elected Left leader Salvador Allende on 11th September 1973. This coup was supported by the US though the US denies this even today. Guzmán and his cameraman were shooting the elections when this happened. His cameraman was shot dead while shooting, and Guzmán and his crew were attacked. Naturally the reels of the film had to be hidden and then removed from the country. Guzmán’s grandfather hid them in the Swedish embassy, and then one by one they were taken out of Chile to Europe - first to Sweden then to France, and the film was finished in France and Cuba. It was just raw footage when it was taken out. The film was developed and edited to become The Battle of Chile. It is there in the film, that shot when the cameraman was shot dead. 23 years later, in 1996 Guzmán returned to Chile after the end of the dictatorship with the reels of The Battle of Chile, which had never been screened in his country. An entire generation had grown up with no ideas of what life had been like under Allende, and had completely internalized the ideology of the dictatorship that military power and capitalism were the answers for Chile.

Guzmán screened The Battle of Chile for different groups of people asking them if they could recognize anyone in the sequences and what had happened to them. These screenings were shot by Guzmán and form the film, Chile, Obstinate Memory. There is a moving sequence in the latter film in which he is showing The Battle of Chile to a group of Chilean students, and before the film begins they criticize the then left government without any idea of the atrocities and mass killings of the dictatorship.

And as they watch The Battle of Chile, they are in tears. Then during the discussion that takes place, the students keep repeating amidst tears that ‘we had no idea’. If you want an example of film changing consciousness, creating social change, this film is a very good example. It’s not a fiction film, it’s a documentary. But these are very important films. These are the films that look at the history of the country, the history and politics of the country fearlessly.

SWA: Filmmaking has always been a market driven media. Do you think that there is too much influence on contemporary cinema because of the number game; has the market become the greatest enemy of today’s cinema?

IRA: The market is very powerful today. There is a sense in the industry, in the trade, that issue based films are good, but they don’t bring in box office numbers. At the same time, this view is always challenged by sleeper hits: the kind of films that weren’t expected to do well. Tere Bin Laden is a very good example. It’s a satirical comedy, set in Pakistan, it is a small film made by a first time filmmaker. And it has no stars, and is made with unknown actors. It released and just by word of mouth it did well. Another small film, Filmistan, again a first film of the filmmaker’s, ran for more than four weeks. Such films challenge the market norms of the industry. So I think there will always be films that will challenge the numbers game and market trends. Subconsciously, if not consciously, the spectre of the market looms large over filmmakers and writers because they are constantly thinking how will this do at the box office?

I think the market is a very big reason I would imagine that writers and filmmakers feel constrained and don’t write freely because somewhere there is a sense that this has to do well, we have to position the film in a way that we will get audiences. The audience may not always want very serious social issues to be addressed. The question then is what to do.

Do writers not want to do something significant that will bring about social changes? I don’t think films bring about social change in a major way. But films like any art form have a very important role in transforming consciousness, in expanding the horizon of the audience, and in expanding the realm of what is possible to do. So I think films can play a very important role in that sense.

The question of mainstream commercial vs more serious films will be there in any cinema. I don’t think this is true only of India. It’s there in Hollywood. It’s there in Europe, it’s there in Asia or elsewhere. But I think what is happening internationally is that the lines that divide these are getting blurred and it’s happening in India too. So there is scope. I think as writers and filmmakers these are the issues one has to wrestle with internally. And that process is also extremely important. I think the most difficult process is to arrive at the core of one’s own truth. That is the struggle that every writer and filmmaker goes through. And that struggle is very important. Even before all these other things come into the picture. Because unless young writers and filmmakers attempt it, how will the situation change? Maybe there will be a time when people will have that vision and more and more such films will get made, then even the industry will have to take cognizance of that. Large production houses have started making smaller films and films with smaller budgets.

SWA: You were talking about how even before the New Wave, there were people writing about social issues and problems. Was the market dominant even then? During the 50s or 60s or 70s… did that impact writers’ imagination and how they expressed themselves?

IRA: I think the market was dominant even then. The market was always dominant. From the early sound period, i.e. from the 1930s onwards, there were a lot of Hindi people who were involved in writing films. But in the 50s, the market took over in a major way, and the split between mainstream and parallel cinema occurred. I am not saying that commercial films were not good. Look at the films of filmmakers like Guru Dutt, Mehboob Khan, Raj Kapoor, Bimal Roy, BR Chopra.
Their were fantastic films that were made, and very important writers were associated with their films. But yes, the logic of the market had taken over. And as a result the smaller films, the films that were not part of the mainstream - those kind of films became art cinema, parallel cinema. The big budget films like Mother India with songs and dances, their idiom was different.

So I think the mainstream logic was operative from 1950s onward. But it led to other kinds of films. And those kinds of films were also getting screened and were also circulating. And some of them became internationally quite famous. It led to Ray becoming a well-known international filmmaker.

SWA: Today are important issues being sidelined in cinema because everyone wants to enter the 100 crore club?

IRA: Recently a film called Chaaranga was released a very powerful sharp film about caste oppression. But there were hardly any audiences for the film. Now the issue is what do we do?

As a writer you have to make that decision, do I write for 100 crores, or do I write for my vision? That is a crucial question, apart from censorship, that faces writers and filmmakers. Of course there is a problem here because of the stranglehold that the industry, distribution, media, big organizations have over the distribution and exhibition business where certain monopolies control exhibition spaces and that is a problem because films need screens to be exhibited.

Everybody has a responsibility. If there are younger people who want to be in the film business, who want to support something different, and are keen to make a difference, they may support films that are different and are not necessarily the 100 crore film. There are younger producers now who are doing smaller films, or supporting those films. And sometimes those films do quite well. Writers have to try.

SWA: What is the hope for screenwriters and other artists in this country in the context of freedom to be inspired without worrying about political backlash, censorship and commercial constraints?

IRA: In the most dire of circumstances one can still write about what the important issues are. If horrible things can happen then whatever the situation may be, that is our reality. There is an attempt to muzzle people’s voices, create a culture of terror, culture of fear. The logic of fear is deployed constantly by those who are in power, even when there is no logic to it. There is an attempt in the present context for a normalization of hatred when the creation of terror and fear is considered normal.

In this situation, what is our responsibility as citizens, as creative people? It is to ask ourselves and our minds to be without fear. We cannot wait for the time and place where the mind will be without fear. The more people become fearless today the greater the chances are that our contexts will become spaces where the mind is without fear.

Ira Bhaskar is an internationally respected film historian with a PhD from the Tisch School of Arts. She is currently Professor, Cinema Studies at the School of Arts and Aesthetics, Jawaharlal Nehru University.

“Whether you’re a writer or a producer, all you want to do is tell a good yarn.”

- IRWIN WINKLER
FROM WHISPERS TO CENTER-STAGE:
INDIAN LGBTQ CINEMA BREAKING NEW GROUND
— SRIDHAR RANGAYAN

The very word LGBTQ seems to confuse people. What is it? What does it mean? How do we deal with this alphabet soup? And the discomfort is not only for the general public who are trying to formulate an understanding, but also to creative artists who are trying to offer portrayals of the community.

LGBTQ, which stands for gay, lesbian, bisexual, transgender and queer is an umbrella term that is used to denote the diversity of gender and sexuality expressions. There are other alphabets that are used to make it more inclusive – I for intersex and A for Asexual – so LGBTQIA is now more commonly used. But that is to do with political correctness. Creative artists need not break their head over it. What is needed is a sensitive approach; at least an attempt at understanding diversity.

All effeminate men are not gay, all gay men are not Hijras, all women who wear shirt & jeans and cut their hair short are not lesbians. We need to move away from stereotypes. There are men who are as ‘macho’ as anyone else and their sexual preference could be homosexual. All gay men need not be fashion designers or hair stylists. There are gay bankers, engineers, lawyers, judges, politicians, and of course gay models and actors. There are as many lesbian women who are corporate executives, writers, beauticians and film production crew members. None of them have to wear their sexuality on their sleeve. We need to have narratives of these men and women, and transgender persons who need not always be shown begging at street corners or engaging in sex work. There are well known athletes, police officers, ramp models, screenwriters, cinematographers who are transgender persons. What is needed is respect for everyone, irrespective of their gender identity or sexual orientation.

Indian cinema has come a long way in portrayal of the LGBTQ community. From secret whispers and nudge-wink-wink-wink in the 50s and 60s to some bold (though sensational) portrayals in the 70s and 80s to some more nuanced characterizations 90s onwards. Of course there are always, in every decade, homophobic, misogynistic, transphobic characterization where the gay men is the hero’s sidekick who is beaten up; or the lesbian couple is targeted and they commit suicide; or the transgender person is stoned to death. These come from a warped understanding of reality.

“All effeminate men are not gay, all gay men are not Hijras.”

Many scriptwriters and directors pander to societal perceptions, to please the crowd, rather than go out there and try to formulate a better understanding. Also sometimes it is easy to use the story/character of one particular person you have met or heard about. It is not incorrect, but showing it as the norm is the problem. Of course, in real life, there are gay men who are bitchy, nasty, hateful and predatory, but all gay men are not that. So there has to be a balance in portrayals. While there are several films that show policemen as corrupt and bribe-seekers, there are also so many films that show cops as saviors, heroes, or even ordinary middle-class men caught in a particular situation. We need such diversity of portrayals for the LGBTQ community too.

That can happen only when there are more films being made with LGBTQ persons as prominent characters in a film. More than mainstream Hindi cinema, regional language cinema have broken new ground usually – there are excellent portrayals in Bengali, Malayalam and Marathi cinema.
Apart from mainstream cinema one should look at independent films, documentaries and short films for pushing the boundaries and being more inclusive of diverse representations. When we started the KASHISH Mumbai International Queer Film Festival in 2010, we came across about 22 Indian LGBTQ films and programmed almost all of them. In 2018, we received about 65 Indian films and we screened 33 of them, with 7 feature films! Apaly the Country Focus of KASHISH 2018 was India, as a salute to this new wave of filmmaking that offers not only very different storylines related to LGBTQ persons, but also are so technically and aesthetically brilliant, that they can stand up to any yardstick of good cinema anywhere in the world. The filmmakers seem to be more aware, more clued in to contemporary lives and aspirations of the community.

In earlier years, since the community was so underground, one can understand it was not easy for writers and directors to access a closer look at the community or individuals. But now with the Indian LGBTQ community out there in the open and willing to share their stories, it is high time writers and directors get a better pulse of reality. There is no excuse anymore.

The only excuse one can still have is the yet-antiquated censor board rules that seem to be a barrier for stories focused on homosexuality. But that is changing as well. The censor board now gives a more sympathetic hearing to filmmakers who push the envelope. Another barrier is the vicious cycle of only star driven films being considered commercially viable by the industry, and star actors still shying away from challenging roles. But that will change too.

“It is high time writers and directors get a better pulse of reality.”

The same way as women-centric stories have taken center-stage now, it is not unimaginable that in the near future LGBTQ-centric stories too will find a voice. What is needed is the courage to break barriers and go beyond stereotypes.

Sridhar Rangayan is Mumbai-based writer and director whose LGBTQ films The Pink Mirror, Yours Emotionally, 68 Pages, Purple Skies, Breaking Free and Evening Shadows have been at the forefront of Indian LGBTQ cinema movement. He is also the founder festival director of KASHISH Mumbai International Queer Film Festival, which over the past 9 years has emerged as South Asia’s biggest LGBTQ film festival and an important event in Mumbai’s cultural calendar.
EXT. MALAD FISH MARKET – MORNING (PRESENT TIME)
Noisy as a fish market can be. Rainy as Mumbai can be. Writer eavesdrops as Mrs. Writer has her weekly chat with the Koli woman, which she has been having for the last 20 years. Koli woman asks Mrs. Writer if the older boy has settled into hostel life at engineering college. Mrs. Writer expresses her anxiety. Koli woman flashes a knowing 1000 watts smile and reassures her that they all settle down well eventually. Look at my boy! He finished his engineering and now is doing his internship in another city. Eavesdropping writer has a FLASH…

EXT. MALAD FISH MARKET – MORNING (20 YEARS BACK)
Same Koli woman expresses anxiety to newlywed Mrs. Writer. She and her husband have been called for an interview in an ‘English medium’ private school where they aspire to send their little son. Mrs. Writer assures her that all will be well. Finally all kids settle down and manage to do OK.

FLASH ENDS

INT. WRITER’S HOME- LUNCH TIME
As writer is making the fish curry and Mrs. Writer is cribbing and mocking her daily soap episode (yet watching it), writer stares at the simmering fish curry and feels it coming… That sudden flash of events, experiences, dreams, fears, all coming together to give him that ‘story spark’. “What if we told the story of these two women’s lives? Mrs. Writer and Koli lady? A saga of their lives intertwining in a huge city and through that tells the story of a changing India?”

INT. CHANNEL PITCH ROOM – A FEW DAYS LATER
“Why! This is such a wonderful, touching and humane idea Writer!” says foreign film school trained channel executive. Plush corporate interiors. Rain silently hits the glass panes. A very different fish market. “Where do you get such really earthy, rooted, connected ideas from?” she asks as she dips her Korean ginseng infused green tea sachet in to her personalized cup.

Writer’s mental voice says, “Try living”. But he mumbles something polite instead. The team arrives and because she finds it interesting, (she is the newly appointed boss) the entire team goes gaga over this ‘earthly rooted’ idea. It goes with their mandate of ‘being different by making a difference’ and writer is commissioned to develop the story. To be made as a realistic slice-of-life mini-series about life in the metro. Writer cannot believe his good luck. He gets to have the fish and eat it too!

“That sudden flash of events, experiences, dreams, fears, all coming together to give him that ‘story spark’.”

MONTAGE SEQUENCE
Writer does mehendi. Spends several hours in the kolwada. Talks to several people. Talks to Mrs. Writer. Gets out real life characters from the middle –class North Mumbai housing colony. Thinks up various organic plot points that come out of conflict with the city. Digs into his own life, experiences of raising kids, inter-personal relationships… the works. Finally writer has prepared a ‘bible’.

INT. DEVELOPMENT HELL- 24 X 7
That writer has been paid to develop the bible, now everyone and his uncle becomes a preacher. An attached production house, a ‘film’ director between two big star projects, unseen marketing mandarins and who have you. The ‘metro’ story now needs a genre. A dramatic hook. Should it be a female Cain & Abel? Should it be a revenge drama between two scorned women? Should it be a love story between the kids? Or should it be a triangular love story with two women in love with the same man? Writer undergoes PTSD. “Wait!” “Please!” “Aare!” “Hello??”… Now reference films (Bollywood, Hollywood, European, Iranian and everything available in between) are discussed. Web series are evoked. This meets that. That meets this. Writer grins and bears it. He has faith. He has faith in that spark he felt while the fish curry had bubbled. He feels it will all come together in the pitch room turned cauldron.

BUDDLING CURRY aka HOW TO PITCH A TV SHOW IDEA.
THE JOURNEY OF AN IDEA – FROM THE FRYING PAN INTO FIRE!
— CHARUDUTT ACHARYA
WAITING MONTAGE SEQUENCE
He waits it out patiently. At home.
At the fish market. At Sagar bar, nursing his Old Monk and staring at the rain.

INT. PITCH ROOM – LATE EVENING
But finally when the story is presented back to the writer as one of surrogacy, where the Koli woman carries the ‘building’ woman’s child and she thinks it’s her own. “Mind blowing Na Writer?” she asks offering him some imported 70 percent bitter chocolates. “Our in-house team came up with this killer idea” she adds, as in-house team of two twenty something interns grin like smug cats in the fish market.

Writer decides. I’ll say I have to go to the loo, and then just run away, take an auto to Nepal or Mauritius and never be found again.

Instead, tugged by his EMI controlled conscience, writer stands up and says,”
NO. This is a fish curry. It has specific spices.
And a tender hand is needed in making it ma’am. Don’t do this!”

“But the shoot is from tomorrow”, screams back an anguished chorus.

The dip dip executive takes charge. She throws a look at the two in-house cats and they turn out of the room. Now she looks writer in the eye and her pupils dilate with EMI tinted sincerity.

“Don’t worry writer. Your core idea will be retained.

The script, the soul, will not be compromised.

But from the Dombivli housewife to the Daranga aunty, we have to be fair to all no?
Here try some Korean green tea. Have you watched the latest Israeli show? So real ya!
See na if you can come up with something similar?
Or can you just take the seed of that show and add your own touches and flourishes.
You are so good with these real real things ya!”
Writer sips the tea. It tastes like nothing.

“So we lock this story writer.” She shakes his hand and gets an urgent call on cue, and heads out of the room. The room is now colder.
It matches an operation theatre. A morgue.
Maybe a fish storage unit.

SOUND OF BUBBLING CURRY
fades in on to the writer’s bewildered face.
For the Nth time in 25 years.

DISOLVE
Shots of writer at his table and the seasons changing outside his window.
Shots of writer not making eye contact with the Koli woman in the fish market.
Shots of writer watching Israeli show and shutting the TV off.

Curling into a Sholapur chaddar and drawing a fish on his young nephew’s stomach, with the navel as the eye.

INT. SAGAR BAR – WINTER NIGHT
Six months have passed. Writer contemplates second quarter. Bar is desolate. ‘Amr Prem’ songs play on the CD player.” Chingari ko bhadla.

A cricket match is playing on mute on a tiny TV above the writer’s head. A Team India cap wearing young drunk changes the channel as Kohli gets out.

Kishoreda sings,” yeh yea hua? Kaise hua?” and the writer smiles as the timing and casually does a double take at the mute TV. He takes his glasses off and rubs his Old Monk soaked eyes. He feels some ‘draw’. Something seems ‘famil-

iar’. A twenty something, fair model like girls in stylish saris are in a super mall. It could have been an advert for washing powder. But wait!
One of the women is on the other side of the FISH counter. And there is plenty of sisterly hugging and tearing up happening in the mall, with innumerable slow motion close ups.

Kishoreda sings on, “Chhodo bekaa ki bataon mein...”
Writer orders his second quarter. Home ministry calls.” Writer. Remember that show you wanted to make about me and the Koli woman?”
As writer listens to angry rant, his second quarter arrives and he eyes the young drunk who switched channels. He has just been whacked by a barely legal young woman who has stormed into the bar. She stands akimbo, waiting for him to respond to her whack. He does not respond.
She takes off his cap, wears it herself and sits down and drinks his whiskey. Suddenly both of them are giggling and devouring each other with their firty eyes.

The writer feels the story spark bubbling.
For the Nth time in 25 years.

INT. PITCH ROOM – FEW DAYS LATER.
The writer has just finished the narration of a thriller show to the team. It’s taken him a few months to NOT be ‘inspired’ by the Israeli show but come up with an original story in the same genre. He feels pretty chuffed about it.

Dip dip executive (from now on will be called Bulleproof coffee executive), actually claps and the entire team claps.
This is the story we want for our new OTT platform. Writer. We have just one brief. Anti-TV. Anti-Dombivli and Darbanga.

This stuff is for the millennials and everybody who does not watch soaps. We have hit GOLD.

Special veg sandwiches are ordered. (They have gone veg since a veg conglomerate bought them.)

“The pilot is perfect but for two minor points,” she says chewing on sandwich. “What please?” asks the writer, feeling his heart slowly, squeezing through his arteries and heading towards his sciatica nerve.

Instead of starting the opening of the thriller series with shots of Mumbai docks, we need to start with the hero having wild sex with a faceless woman screaming mother sister endearments. We keep cutting back to him in the episode and finally we reveal, the woman is the woman he shot dead in the middle of the series. Let the audience go WTF. And be bindas with the sex and goals. Push the limits. Push writer. PUSH. Break free! Be yourself!”

“OK this was one little point? There is another little point too? You said two?” Writer asks, gingersly.

“Oh yeah. Second one is really a suggestion only. Remember a few days back you were narrating an incident about a female who walked into a bar and whacked her husband? I really loved it ya! I put it into the pilot somewhere. It can just be an arbit track you know. We can figure how to connect it to the plot later...its cute and so edgy too...do that OK?”
Writer hails an auto to Nepal. It takes him to Mauritius. Writer gives up eating fish and drinking Old monk. For the Nth time in 25 years.

FADE OUT

“Writer gives up eating fish and drinking Old monk. For the Nth time in 25 years.”

Charudutt Acharya is a writer-director who writes dialogue for Cimna Patral Satark and has worked on several television shows including, Jassi Jasi Koi Nahi, Siddhant, Haqeeqat, and Kagaar. He has also written and directed the film Sonali Cable and written dialogue for films like Dum Maaro Dum and Vaastru Shstra.
TAME BLAME GAME ON LYRICS
ARE HINDI FILM SONGS REALLY NOT AS GOOD AS THEY ‘USED TO BE’?
— IRSHAD KAMIL

Why do we prefer to forget that earlier films were a reflection of the society whereas today they are a reflection of the likes and desires of the society? Whatever is being made today, maybe doesn’t reflect the society, but surely reflects the society’s aspirations. Cinema can never be blindly regarded as a social service. After all, it is an industry like any other, and hence it aims to create products which fetch bigger profits. The benefits or profits of this intent, is a different discussion altogether. And if lyrics are also following this rule book of achieving greater profits, what’s wrong with that?

In this chaos of consumerism, ‘The Songs’ of the movie are the producer’s main churning machine to make bigger profits. If we look closely, in the past two three years, there has been a rising trend in the film’s music scenario; two distinct music spaces are getting formed in one movie itself. The first music space is that which has borrowed and dressed up as hit numbers of film or non film music or even popular songs of Punjabi, Marathi or any other regional language.

The reason behind this formation of the second space is that the producers want to play safe by putting their money on already hit items and the consumer too is mindlessly liking and encouraging these recycled songs. Here one thing stands for sure, even though the recycled songs are presented as a part of the movie but in all honest introspect, they aren’t. This is simply because the soul of the film and the body of the recycled songs can never belong together, they will remain distant forever.

I feel the responsibility of good lyrics and songs should not be thrust upon the lyricist alone. A song more than the lyricist this has been looked at as the shared responsibility between the producer, the director, the music director and to some extent the main hero of the film.

If I observe the trend without any prejudice, I can clearly say that lyrics are just where they were, there hasn’t been any movement in their trend at all. Songs have always commanded a significant place in movies of the past as well as of today. Now let’s address the question as to why aren’t the lyrics of the present times as good as they used to be? Well, I find this question itself to be irrelevant. Why is this question only posed to the lyricists? Why don’t we ever ask a director as to why isn’t the style of direction as it was in the past? Why isn’t this demand of relative comparison ever thrown at a screenplay writer, a cinematographer, an editor or a costume designer?

my point to say that no matter what happens on this turf of film music, the marriage of our films and music is literally made in heaven and will stand the tests of all the times. Movies can never abandon the music and music can never breathe without lyrics. Not because of the frivolous emotions which state that our land is the land of music or that even the lowest segments have a connection with music. But because logic says that music is the ONLY part of a film that can yield big profits independent of the movie itself, and many a time at prices which make-up half of the cost of the film. Apart from the music department, NONE other amongst all departments can stand up to do this. So let’s not aim to blame lyrics or music instead try to raise the standards of film making overall.
Primarily because all these people are not equally, rather majorly responsible for the choice of lyrics that finally get incorporated in the songs. Each lyricist puts in his best effort to give the most apt lyrics for the given situation in the film and simultaneously do justice to the music director’s composition. But in spite of this, his lyrics are vigil through various levels of testing and scrutiny. The music director weighs the lyrics in the balance of his composition, the director tests their malleability according to his situation; the actor examines them in the light of his screen image/stage performance and then the producer looks at them with his foresight of whether the lyrics have the needed ingredients to be a hit song or no.

The listeners of quality songs and lyrics are steadily failing to have their personal point of view about what they are hearing. We are just listening to whatever is being shoved down our ears and minds through radio, TV or the other mediums in the hands of the marketing strategists. Who really bothers to listen to all the songs of a film and choose what they like?

If someone is of the opinion that the stature of lyrics writing is on a downhill today, the only reason for this is the degraded choice of the audience. The basic law of economics clearly explains this fact: Supply is equally proportionate to Demand. As for the language used in the songs, they just replicate the language we speak today: Convenient, shallow, thoughtless uncultured crap.

With all these slides and turfs in view, I will end my point to say that no matter what happens on this turf of film music, the marriage of our films and music is literally made in heaven and will stand the tests of all the times. Movies can never abandon the music and music can never breathe without lyrics. Not because of the frivolous emotions which state that our land is the land of music or that even the lowest segments have a connection with music. But because logic says that music is the ONLY part of a film that can yield big profits independent of the movie itself, and many a time at prices which make up half of the cost of the film. Apart from the music department, NONE other amongst all departments can stand up to do this. So lets not aim to blame lyrics or music in stead try to raise the standards of film making overall.

Irshad Kamili is a well-known lyricist in Bollywood whose lyrics writing credits include films like Sultan, Tamasha, Raanjhnaa, Rockstar, Aashiqui 2, Love Aaj Kal, Once Upon A Time in Mumbai, and Jab We Met.
NEGOTIATING CONTRACTS: A CHALLENGE OF EMPATHY

— ANJUM RAJABALI

Much as the term may connote business dealings alone, which, by the way, is the Latin origin of the term, negotiation is actually the bedrock of all meaningful relationships. Oxford dictionary defines it most simply: A discussion aimed at reaching an agreement.

For screenwriters, after the creative work of writing is done, the two Ns become critical: Negotiation and Negotiation! The first too deserves an article by itself, but suffice to say for now that it is a skill that can be learnt by practice and more practice. Here, since the theme of the SISC is about the challenges that screenwriters face today, let us see how we can understand the second.

The determinant of your relationship with the producer is the Writer’s Contract. It will guide and control your involvement in the film, and the producer’s with you. So, take it very, very seriously. There have been just too many instances of writers complaining of unfair treatment, much after having hurriedly signed a contract that made that very unfairness possible! So, while one should approach every relationship from a position of trust, it is imperative for both sides to not proceed in the project without a signed contract. Even if they are friends, or brothers!

(SWA has a free legal guidance service for its members. Take their view on your contract. Or, consult your own lawyer-friend, or a senior screenwriter.)

(SWA has a free legal guidance service for its members. Take their view on your contract. Or, consult your own lawyer-friend, or a senior screenwriter.)

5. A mutually successful negotiation is possible only when both parties are ready to see the OTHER’S point-of-view. So, try to understand the producer’s concerns and anxieties. See how you can accommodate the legitimate ones in your position. And, if some clauses are really unreasonable and trample over your rights, do know these are usually an extreme form of protection that they seek for their worries, exaggerated as these sometimes are.

6. When you are offered a contract, do not sign it immediately, even if it feels okay. It’s a legal document that should be seen by a legal person.
Have a look at SWA’s proposed Minimum Basic Contract. It sets out clauses that you must be careful about, in simple easy-to-understand language. Important ones:

i. Fees: Apart from what is mentioned above, be aware that the monies mentioned in the contract are writing fees or for assignment of rights to the script, that’s all. Do not agree to ‘your fees include advance royalty’.

If you want to be a strong negotiator, you have to be prepared to WALK AWAY from the deal if the terms are fundamentally unfair, or if your dignity is compromised.

(sign here)

ii. Credit: Credit should be clearly specified, based on the work that you have done in the script – story, screenplay, dialogue, or a combination. We know that producers are insisting that the final credit will be at their discretion. What we would advise is that if you’ve already written out the work (story, screenplay, dialogue or all three), then your credit has to be guaranteed, no question. But, if you’re still to write your work, then the producer retains the right to engage additional writers if your work doesn’t measure up, and hence would like to decide on credits after the final draft, script is ready. For that contingency, you need to bargain for a third party arbitration to decide on credit. Maybe a senior writer of mutual choice should be appointed to examine your script, and compare it with the final draft and adjudicate on the credit to each writer. (In Hollywood, all credit arbitration is handed over by the producers to the Writers Guild of America. This way, they protect themselves from any resentment from any of the writers for the final decision! Wise move. SWA is contemplating on such a practice here.)

As regards credit placement, in the film, the writer’s credit should appear where the credits of the other heads of the department appear. (In Hollywood films, the writer’s credit always appears just before the director’s credit, after the producer’s credit. By the way, some Indian producers, like Aamir Khan Productions, quite rightly follow the same protocol.)

iii. Termination: The contract should list the writer’s and the producer’s defaults that can lead to termination by the other party. Barring writer’s default, the writer’s contract cannot be terminated by the producer. If your further drafts are not liked by him, you can be paid your full fee, and another writer engaged to revise the work. iv. Assignment of rights: Producers generally need all your rights in the scripts to be assigned to them in perpetuity. That is the existing business model, and SWA is okay with that, for now. v. Royalty: According to the Copyright Act, a writer will be paid royalty, if her work is monetized outside of a cinema hall (on satellite networks, digital media, for remarkes, adaptations, etc.), via a copyright society for writers, as per the rates approved by the IPAB. Of the total royalty generated for a script, the writer and the producer will receive 50% each. The contract should not contradict this protocol, else that clause is bad in law. vi. Indemnities: Be very particular about these. You absolutely have to indemnify the producer for any legally proven claims of copyright infringement that have been committed by you. There is no compromise on this. (However, insist that if the infringement is from the inputs that have come from the director or the producer, then they have to indemnify you!) Other indemnities proposed by them include one that arises because several films that have had their releases threatened by violence, from outfits claiming offense or hurt. So, producers, understandably anxious, want an indemnity from you that if your script causes any reaction, you will be responsible. This is totally unfair. Once the producer accepts a script, the responsibility of everything in it is his. So, s/he should protect you against such problems that arise because of the script. Likewise, producers have begun seeking indemnity from everyone involved in the film, if any action of theirs, were to provoke a threat to the film’s release. Do know that this violates your constitutional right, as a citizen, to freedom of expression and possible self-defense. And, is bad in law.

We do not recommend that you sign any such sweeping clause. What is appropriate is a simple clause for all these anxieties: If the writer says or does anything with the intent of jeopardizing the producer’s right to exploit the film, then the contract may be terminated and the producer may take appropriate legal action against him. Please be clear about this whole clause.

It is perhaps unfortunate that us writers who anyway have to go through arduous creative struggles, have also to be quasi-lawyers and then negotiators to boot. Unfortunately, today, rights can only be protected with legal knowledge.

So, you can either arm yourselves with that basic legal knowledge, like many of us have done, or you can get an agency to represent you. They will bring you work and handle your negotiations, for a fee, of course.

Finally, always worth remembering: Negotiations are essentially an encounter of needs. Each party tries to make the other feel more needy. Here, remember Salim-Javed. Their scripts were so solid that it was always the producer who needed them more than they needed him! All the very best.

“Finally, always worth remembering: Negotiations are essentially an encounter of needs. Each party tries to make the other feel more needy.”

(sign here)

Anjum Rajabali is a leading screenwriter with films like Drohkaal, Raajneeti and Satyagraha to his credit. He has been teaching screenwriting for several years at the Film and Television Institute of India - Pune, Whistling Woods International - Mumbai and at hundreds of workshops held all across the country. He is also a leading SWA activist.
When I was narrated the material written for Breathe by director Mayank Sharma and writer Vikram Tuli, I thought it had meat. What was needed was work on the characters. My first and foremost job was to write the characters of Kabir Sawant and Danny Mascarenhas. There was a certain line of thought which we needed to define and follow. So we came up with this: 2 men—one broken down by a tragedy, another staving at one, thirsty for each other’s blood. A story of redemption and survival. Next was to explore the universe the story is set in. It was my favourite city Mumbai, the city with a million shades, secrets and stories. We gave every character its own style, dialect and language.

Did we want to justify Danny’s actions and murderous streak? Definitely not. And therefore thought it was necessary to make a statement on how I view things—beyond the story, as a person, as a writer. And I did that in the last dialogue of the series, where Kabir talks about what happens when we’re driving a car and suddenly someone comes in the way. You turn and take evasive action. Thus our first instinct is to save and not kill. And that is who we are as people.

I have been observing the web space for a while and I would like to present my observations and predictions regarding this from a writers’ perspective. 4G has changed the game. Buffering is gone. Over the last couple of years, there is a paradigm shift in the way TV is watched in India. Watching TV has always been a community experience. Initially, it used to be with the neighbours or with our own families. When the second TV entered the bedroom, TV viewing no longer remained a family thing. With smartphones and tablets, the disintegration of the family continued further and even daily family dinners & conversations started fading out. Appointment TV, as it is now known, has become a thing of the past. The trend today is that of binge watching. The viewer can watch whatever they can, wherever they can, whenever they can without forced commercial breaks. And therefore it has given the viewer a superpower like never before: the power of choice. As writers should we rejoice the fall of barriers and getting direct access to the viewer? Should we be elated that we no longer have to write only for the General Entertainment TV Channels (GECs) who make us write shoddy and stupid content? I don’t see why not. It gives the pen more power and the mind more freedom.

An average A or B town house is a 5 device house. With direct-to-device content, the viewer is in control of the content. Binge watching changes everything. It’s the number one rule, and probably the only rule of writing for anything anywhere in the world: the writing has to engage. Audiences’ viewing styles will change and the writer has no control over how their content is viewed: pirated, bingeed, subscribed, shared. We should be able to excite and engage the audience, or she will switch it off any time.

But the sooner we acknowledge that writing for Web is about writing better and not just about writing uncensored, the faster we will make headway into it.

And while we celebrate the freedom to write the way we want, with this freedom is a responsibility: to be great at what we are good at. There is a definite momentum in the digital space. But the sooner we acknowledge that writing for Web is about writing better and not just about writing uncensored, the faster we will make headway into it. For example, a particular web-platform sincerely insists on ‘male-oriented’ content (read: sleaze). ‘Web is about the youth and this is what the youth wants’ is their argument. This is representative of the mindset which many content creators and platforms have today. Our understanding of what the youth wants is largely limited. We need to understand and acknowledge that web is not dignified porn. Respect the audience, especially the youth. They are discerning enough to filter out the falsehood in our stories. They will close us down with a click if we are not at our best.

We, as writers, need to tell stories that excite us. We’re battling the shrinking attention spans of young viewers. The youth is exposed directly to international content where the writing is several notches higher than what we have in the web space today. The web audience is very smart and has a dignified taste.

We also need to engage with our youth by telling stories that are our own. We cannot compete internationally by being international. One of the ways to conquer the space is to be local.

Currently, there is some interesting work going on in the digital space. With the advent of Amazon and Netflix there are ample opportunities for writers to push the boundaries and explore newer worlds. It’s a great opportunity for all the writers. With the advent of Web, the Cinema business will have to change from just a popcorn-samosa business into an actual ticket business. We all have to realise that people can get world-class content on their devices so pull them out of their homes and get them to the cinema halls, we have to become better at what we are good at. The cost of distribution on the web is nil and the only star that works on the web is ‘good writing’. Thus the Film Studios do need to pull their socks and start with respecting the writer. Respect is not just lip service... it is in paying the writer her dues, assuring her credit, giving her royalties and of course generally acknowledging the fact that not everyone with a laptop is a writer. The biggest loser in this game will be GEC TV, the way it is now.

The current rush on TV will no longer sustain the onslaught of good content elsewhere. GECs will have to change their strategies because the audiences will demand better. There is likely to be a huge attrition in the TV writing industry because the web will provide a wonderful escape route to those hundreds of talented writers who are made to write rubbish in the name of GEC content.

Yes as writers we’re battling various issues like free speech, denial of monies and credit theft. The battle for royalties will see us emerge victoriously. But it will be a bloody hard fought one. But with advent of the digital era, we as content creators cannot hide anymore. As writers, we need to also acknowledge that our biggest battle in the one within. We have to fight with ourselves and ensure that our craft is better today than what it was yesterday.

Abhijeet Deshpande is a director-writer who’s writing credits include films like Waar, Naatsamrat, Mee Saiyajino Bhosale Boltoy, Shaitan, Table no. 21 and the web series Breathe. He is currently directing his upcoming period film ‘Aani... Kashinath Ghanekar’.

• THE DIGITAL GAME IS ON •

SCREENWRITER READY?

— ABHIJEET DESHPANDE
BENGALI CINEMA

STRAIGHT TALK BY
SUMAN MUKHOPADHYAY

The alternative content got a new space in the map of Indian cinema. Bengali got new screenwriters and filmmakers (mostly the same person) who marked a new era. But these newfangled talents lost the touch of the roots they bloomed from. I am not expecting or demanding that the contemporary will have to carry forward an unconditional burden of the filmmaking traditions or trail the masters of the soil.

But as the artists voice their creativity in a definite domain of their history and reality it is essential that they innately impart their expressions through certain socio-cultural parameters. It is about the deep knowledge of the society with its contradictions and the attempt to reveal them through cinematic means. The recent films lack that insight and profundity or even sincere entertainment value. The paradox is that we are watching a number of films that are dealing with ideas that embrace the intense ambiguities of our times. But those intents are getting displaced because of gross superficiality and for a run-of-the-mill cinematic cadence that is found universally off-the-rack. The screenwriting suffers the same profanity. The directors are mostly screenwriters. So the screenwriters are never getting their true space and ground to validate their skills.

The filmmakers from Bengal who are celebrated throughout the country or internationally, have made very diverse and distinctive kinds of films during their times. You can easily make out their specific styles and unique sensitivities from the films. But today’s Bengali films, they all look the same. Even the actors are almost the same, little here and there. And the entire production and distribution system is inappropriately monopolistic. This is stopping the other producers and distributors to come up with new voices. If there are any attempts they are nipped in the bud with organized supervision. It is the nexus of the dominant houses and exhibitors. The exhibitors, be it the multiplex operators or the struggling single screens, are helpless agents in this whole scenario. This film cartel is one of the prevailing reasons for the suffering of Bengal cinema.

And added to this the political intolerance of the ruling party. Except the monopolistic agencies those are close to the ruling power, Bengali cinema never gets the privileges of the authorities. There is a definite inconsistency of treatment with the producers, makers, directors who are close to them and who are not. One doesn’t need privileges, but at least non-interference. From guild rules to the exhibition formalities the independents are stifled.

The annual film festival of Kolkata opens with the grand presence of Bollywood stars, but this remains only as a popular exhibition of that particular evening. It doesn’t help the filmmakers or the film industry in any manner. Yes, I am portraying a very grim picture of the circumstances. But one needs to address these serious matters with all directness. I would definitely admit there are a few brilliant films that have been made in the last two decades. But they stand like tiny islands of hope amidst a huge dark domain. At least we are slowly moving out of the insufferable photocopy remakes of the Hindi and Southern films.

Nonetheless, numbers of film produced have been increased massively, but very few original writing and innovative filmmaking flourished. To mention truthfully, only a couple of filmmakers have been able to push the boundaries and only one producer has made some inroads into this dominant territory. Even the business side of the industry looks very bleak. As any monopolistic economy, it never reveals the true economic overview. It is covert, corrupted and bloated with number games.

Bengal’s films need it’s own voice and original thinking. It cannot succumb to political overpowering and monopolistic traders. We need makers, writers and producers who have guts and conviction to take it forward and register that note to the nation and to the global arena.

Suman Mukhopadhyay is a screenwriter and director with films like Asamapito, The Last Poem, Kangal Melmat, Chaturanga, and Herbert to his credit.
THE BIG BINGE THEORY

A CHAT EACH WITH

SUDIP SHARMA AND

VARUN GROVER ON

THEIR EXPERIENCE

OF WRITING FOR

THE DIGITAL MEDIUM.

SWA: How did you approach the writing of your series? How different is the writing process of a web series from writing a screenplay for a film? Is the grammar different? Does the format of web series allow you to explore the characters more?

Sudip Sharma: The process isn’t entirely different from writing a film screenplay, except that it’s writing three films at the same time. Structure is extremely important in a film as well, but given that you are creating eight to ten hours of storyline in a series, it becomes even more crucial and difficult here. The big difference is in creating B-stories and giving proper arcs to secondary and tertiary characters.

In films, you are mostly trying to deal with two or three subplots. Here, you are simultaneously creating and complicating and resolving several subplots. In that sense, a series format is closer to the literary form than to films. It really helps you explore characters in far more depth.

Varun Grover: Since Sacred Games is based on a book, our approach (Smita Singh, Vasant Nath, and me) was to first grasp the book completely - its themes, its USP, and its screen adaptability. Then we worked on different character arcs before getting into any kind of integrated series arcs. All major characters were discussed and an arc of their journeys made. Only after that, we started thinking about what to do with the episodes.

When it came to episodes, again we started with broad outlines and themes - and then started getting deeper into subplots.

A film is like a short story while a series is like a novel - so the grammar is drastically different. A series needs characters above anything else - characters with compelling journeys and themes that resonate with our times in some way.

A film may get away with zero-connect and compensate with lots of other awe-inspiring stuff (craft, plot, VFX, music, actors etc) but a series has to come good on the writing, come good on the emotional connect otherwise no one will invest 8 (multiplied by the number of seasons) hours into it.

SWA: Do certain stories lend themselves better to a series format than a film? How do you make sure that it has potential to last many seasons?

Sudip Sharma: Stories with multiple plotlines or several characters with their individual tracks naturally lend themselves better to a series format. But it’s also a function of how you deal with your stories. For instance, in a film, you’re creating a conflict and resolving it in the next hour and a half or so. Here, you’re creating conflicts and then playing with them out over eight hours. It requires a slightly different approach.

Breaking down of a story with the idea of making it last many seasons can be tricky.
For sure, you want your series to have multiple seasons, but a deliberate attempt to do that can make the first season seem stretched and not juiced out on its own, which is an undesirable scenario. It’s early days for me as well with this medium, so I say with rather limited experience that the focus of the first season should be on creating compelling characters. The characters will then hopefully drive the subsequent seasons.

Varun Grover: Any story can be adapted into anything. It’s a matter of writers’ craft and vision. With SACRED GAMES - since it’s a thick book with many characters covering a long time-span - thinking of it as a multi-season thing wasn’t difficult. Though it all depends on how the first season is reviewed by the viewers.

SWA: What significance do you see of Writers’ room vis-a-vis web series writing? Do you see any downside of having a writers’ room?

Sudipt Sharma: It’s a necessary part of the medium given the sheer volume of writing expected in a single season. Also, thrashing out structure and plotlines and character conflicts with a team helps in making the material sharper.

The downside is that writing is inherently a solitary experience and adjusting to this whole new communal style takes a little time. Also, individual personalities and writing styles can clash and that needs to be managed. A room needs to be fluid enough for ideas to flow but still needs a structure and a hierarchy so everyone knows what they’re doing.

Varun Grover: Writers’ room is a must for a series because one person alone might just get mad trying to make sense of so much material. Though am sure there are great shows out there written by a single writer (hat-off to those geniuses) but I feel writers’ room helps in adding perspective to various subplots.

The only downside to a writers’ room is the ego tussles that happen. Writers’, like all artists, are emotional and egotistic beings and in a room with 3-4 writers, the chances of your idea getting shot down increase drastically. That results in sulking, manipulations, and bouts of self-doubt. All in a day’s work.

Personally, I’ve mixed feelings about it. I feel if you create material, which is solid and your characters and setting are compelling, the viewers will stick around. Look at ‘The Wire’ or ‘The Rectify’ – two of my all-time favorite shows. They never go for the easy way out, but you just can’t stop watching them.

Varun Grover: I don’t think the burden of making something bingeable should be put on the writers. These are marketing terms designed to exploit writers first and manipulate viewers later. A good show will always be bingeable. Rick and Morty is episodic - there’s no (or a very feeble) connect between two episodes and still when I watch it, I go 4.5-6 episodes in one go. Where’s the marketing logic in that now?

SWA: Binge is a big word in digital. Why is it so important that viewers should binge? And how does that affect the writing? What are the tricks/tools/ground rules for making content binge-worthy? Do you think this demand puts more pressure on the writers?

Sudipt Sharma: We live in the times of information and entertainment overdose. There’s just too much to watch and never enough time. The platforms are probably worried about viewers dropping out of a series midway and hence the stress on devices like end-episode hook points and surprises at regular intervals to make the series feel binge-worthy.

Sudipt Sharma: Due to a difference in cost of distribution and because of freedom from censorship - the general belief is that the digital medium allows for more freedom in the treatment and the kind of content creators can explore. Do you believe that is true? And have writers in India been able to explore/exploit that kind of freedom? How can they do it?

Sudipt Sharma: It does promise freedom for the time being, especially given the ridiculous censorship process in India for films. Even more importantly, this medium is not star-dependent and that helps in democratizing the choice of subjects, which is always good.

But we also have to remember that internationally the digital platforms are quite powerful and do have a lot of say in the final output. Also, information-wise, the creators in this medium have to operate in a bit of a vacuum. You’ve no idea how many people watch your series, or any particular episode. So you’re really going by what the platform is telling you about what works and doesn’t work. And that by itself can be a powerless feeling.

Varun Grover: Digital allows for freedom, yes. But right now writers in India don’t need freedom as much as they need skills and ideas. Most of the stuff on Indian web-space is so juvenile and below-par that it’s shameful.

SWA: Is the digital new wave going to be the new place of fearless writing? Or, is it just the old wine in the new bottle?

Sudipt Sharma: It’s early days for the medium and right now we’re all jumping on to it out of the sheer excitement of trying something new. There’s going to be a lot of churn in this format before we settle down to a new equilibrium. And this means work both good and bad will come out, possibly more bad than good as we try and figure out the head and tail of the beast. But already, a change can be seen in the kind of stories we’re trying to tell. And that’s the first step.

Varun Grover: No idea. I am not Bejan Daruwalla.

Sudipt Sharma: How do you see the current state of web series in India? Do you think writers have been able to understand and exploit the nature of web series? How have things changed with the advent of international streaming platforms?

Sudipt Sharma: Till now, we’ve been operating in the lower end of the spectrum. A lot of work that happened looked like someone wanted to actually make a film on it but when that didn’t happen, they made a web series out of it. But that’s because we haven’t been exposed to good television in the last 20 years, which ironically is called the golden age of television in the West. The big platforms are bringing with them bigger budgets and better reach. More importantly, they’ll expose us to the best of work that’s happening internationally in the limited series format. And that’s going to be a huge help in raising the standards.

Varun Grover: The current state of web series in India is shockingly, depressingly bad. We are seeing the greatest shows from around the world and are still making college-skit level third-rate videos in the name of millennial cool.

SWA: Any other particular aspect of your experience with this medium that you would like to share with writers?

Sudipt Sharma: This format needs a serious investment of time and can at times feel quite overwhelming. So one should be very sure that one’s ready for it before jumping into it. Also, be accommodating of the other guys in the room. Remember, everyone’s having a tough day.

Varun Grover: Nothing specific. It’s writing - at the end of the day. You have to apply yourself and figure out the strengths and weaknesses of the medium. And tell a good story.

Sudipt Sharma, screenwriter with films like NH10 and Udta Punjab to his credit, is currently writing a series for Amazon Prime.

Varun Grover is an award winning lyricist, standup comedian and screenwriter (Masaan), he has co-written the series Sacred Games for Netflix.
CLASS AT PRIME TIME

THE NEED FOR STRUCTURED LEARNING FOR TV WEB

—VINOD RANGANATH

When I started my writing career 25 years ago in 1993, there were no classes for aspiring writers to learn the art of writing for TV or Films. Even the FTII didn’t have a course in either Film or TV writing. Also, there was not much in terms of literature on TV writing to be found in those days. The first book that I bought during my early years of writing was Syd Field’s, ‘The Screenwriter’s Workbook’. Though the book dealt with Film screenplay structuring, I was able to modify the film structure to the television writing and content of that time. But I still couldn’t lay my hands on a book that dealt exclusively with TV writing.

I learnt more about TV writing from the episodes of Hindi TV shows, which I had consumed on DD National during my growing up years and the hit Daily TV soap operas on Star Plus, primarily ‘Santa Barbara’. Santa Barbara was particularly amazing since it was a 45-minute daily soap opera which was structured so engagingly that my entire family was hooked on to the show. Their episodes ended with such tantalizing freeze points that one was forced to come back the next night to watch the next episode. Apart from these influences what stood me in good stead was my exposure to theatre literature. I was an active theatre enthusiast since my college days and had read quite a lot of plays.

I started off my TV writing career with a comedy on Zee TV which was aired in 1993. It was a weekly show as was the norm in those days. I went onto writing a couple of more weekly shows. All through the writing of these shows, I was struggling to come to terms with how to write a 21-minute TV show and that too of different genres. In 1994 October I was offered to write a daily Soap Opera called ‘Swabhimaan’ based on a concept of Ms Shobhaa De. I went into it not knowing how to go about writing a daily soap. All I had was my determination and ‘Santa Barbara’.

The writing of the initial episodes was but naturally a struggle but somewhere along the line a structure emerged and the creative team decided to stick to this structure for all future episodes of ‘Swabhimaan’. Luckily for me, the show went on to become a huge success and a great learning for me. ‘Swabhimaan’ along with ‘Shanti’, which was the first daily soap to be aired, paved the way for the trend of DAILY SOAP operas.

The realisation, that for TV shows one needed to structure a four-act story instead of three acts, which was the film structure, was a big learning. I hit upon it by sheer trial and error. A lot of work followed which is when it occurred to me that there was a dearth of trained and experienced writers who could write in this new format of television. Around the same time, I had started formulating a TV writing course and was keen to share my experience as a Daily Soap writer with newcomers and enthusiasts who wanted to learn TV writing. That was when the idea for a TV writing course emerged.

Around the beginning of 2002, I happened to meet Mr Anil Wanvari the promoter and Editor of the portal Indiatelevision.com. Mr Wanvari heard me out and was encouraging. That was when ‘Qalam’ happened, a short-term TV Writing Course. We had four batches that went through a rigorous six-month course. Our first batch was in 2002 and the last batch was in 2005. Next, Mr Anjum Rajabali approached me to conduct a TV writing workshop at the FTII and at Whistling Woods International in 2009. He was the Head Of Department of Screenwriting at both the film schools then. I lapped up the opportunity and after a few sessions, we designed a five-week comprehensive TV writing workshop for Film students. At the end of the workshop, film students would come up with a comprehensive TV BIBLE.

“All I had was my determination and ‘Santa Barbara’”
Over the years Satellite TV channels proliferated and became a huge platform for content. This but obviously resulted in more opportunities for aspiring television writers. Today at any given point of time every mainstream channel has around 10 shows of 5 hours of original programming. This translates to work for about 40-50 writers for a channel. We have 10 mainstream channels, so the requirement is for about 500 odd writers. Channels realised the need for trained writers and started looking out for trainers and trained students.

It was around this time that FTII approached me during mid-2016 to conduct a five-month TV/Web writing course under their Short Term course initiative.

I accepted the offer. FTII got close to 70 applications from all over India for 15 seats. The First batch began on 3rd, July 2017 and passed out in November 2017. The course is structured as a two-semester course. In the first semester, students have to prepare a Bible for a relationship based drama series of 13 one hour episodes. The Bible includes a concept note, a broad story document, character sketches, four one hour episodes, episodic story and the pilot episode. During the two-week semester break, the students get exposed to 6 shot and 10 shot exercises conducted by the TV Direction department of FTII. In the second semester, the students have to prepare a ‘genre specific’ Bible. The students themselves choose the genre. The students also have well-known masters of TV and Web who come over as guest lecturers and conduct master classes and genre-specific workshops. The students are also exposed to International, Hindi and regional web and TV shows. Most of the satellite channels and Web & Digital portals were enthusiastic about meeting the newly passed out students and interviewed them for in-house writing posts. The Second batch of the TV writing course has begun since March 19th, 2018. Based on the feedback and our own learning it’s now structured as a 24-week course.

I am happy that over the years young aspiring TV writers have realised the need for structured learning and are willing to pay to learn the craft of TV/Web writing. It's a new beginning but I am hopeful that in a vast country like India more courses are started for TV/Web writing.

Vinod Ranganath has been writing for television for many years with shows like Swabhimaan, Mere Agne Mein, Saaya, Kitty Party and several others to his credit. He has also written films like Mast and Ishq Vishq. He teaches screenwriting at Film and Television Institute of India, Pune and Whistling Woods International, Mumbai and is a senior SWA activist.

ADVENTURES OF DESI SCRIPT WRITER

BY DEBASHISH IRENGBAM

YES, HI, I JUST SAW MY WRITTEN EPISODE AND WANTED TO ASK WHO IS THIS PERSON I'M SHARING WRITING CREDITS WITH?

OH, THAT’S THE PRODUCER’S YOUNGER BROTHER—VERY NICE GUY!

BUT HE WASN'T AROUND WHEN I WROTE IT!

YES, BUT HE READ THE SCRIPT AND GAVE SOME REALLY NICE INPUTS—LIKE WHAT?

YOU REMEMBER THE SCENE WHERE THE HERO PICKS UP A JAMUN TO EAT?

YES?

WELL, HE MADE IT A BANANA AS THAT’S MORE RELATABLE PLUS, OUR LAST EPISODE WITH A BANANA RATED VERY WELL, SO...

HELLO?

YOU THERE?

...AND WE WILL HAVE CUTTING EDGE VFX IN THIS FILM, AMAZING ACTION SEQUENCES, SUPERHIT MUSIC...

-A LIST STARS, DOP FROM ABROAD, THE WORKS...

...UNFORTUNATELY, THAT LEAVES US WITH NO BUDGET FOR WRITING...

-LATER...

SCENE I: 2 A-LIST STARS COME IN WITH CUTTING EDGE VFX...

...SO WE WILL BE GIVING YOU FEEDBACK, BUT NEXT PROJECT IN PUNCA SE...

AND PERFORM AMAZING ACTION SEQUENCES, FOLLOWED BY SUPERHIT SONGS SHOT BY GLOBAL DOP—THE END!

ITNE FAISAICH ME ETA HI MILEGA.
MEETING WITH PRODUCER

So the story is more or less sorted in my head. I just want you to write the screenplay.

Sure, sir.

OK, so we begin with this boy & girl who fall in love in New York. Then go to Amsterdam where they break up.

And then, in the end, fate brings them back together in Mumbai and then happy ending.

Um...that’s not a story, sir. That’s a one-liner with three different locations.

OK...so how about the story? I’m struggling as a writer, sir. I’m tired of writing. I think your first story was amazing, sir!

I think your first story was amazing, sir!

I’m so tired. I couldn’t even write the outline. I think we need to replace it with a parrot for the shoot.

“Hi, sir. There’s a small issue with your episode script. We couldn’t get a permit for the dog…”

“...so we had to replace it with a parrot for the shoot.”

“Good question, sir.”

I see. So is the parrot shaving off the hidden bomb in scene 13 now?

“Sir, can you change scene 13?”

Debashish Irengbam is a scriptwriter and novelist based in Mumbai. He has written episodes for TV crime thrillers and youth-based shows like Adaalat, Aahat, Dil Dosti Dance... He is also the author of two novels, “Charlie Next Door” and “Me, Mia, Multiple” that were published by HarperCollins India.
DIALOGUE BAAZI
COMPILED BY PALAK BHAMBRI

SOME IconIC FILM DIALOGUES THAT HAVE BECOME PART OF OUR LANGUAGE...

"Aaall Iss Welll"

"Adrak ho gaya hai ye aadmi, kahin se bhi badh raha hai"
Mughal-e-Azam (1960)
Dialogues by: Aman, Kamal Amrohi, Ehsan Rizvi and Wajahat Mirza

"Mere aankhon se mere khwab na cheeniya shehzade, mai marr jaungi!"
"Salim tujhe marni nahi dega aur hum, Anarkali, tujhe jeene nahi denge"

"Jaa Simran Jaa jeele apni zindagi"
Dilwale Dulhania Le Jayenge (1995)
Dialogues by: Javed Siddique and Aditya Chopra

"Aapke paon dekh, bahut hasen hai. Inhe zameen par mat utariyega, maile ho jayeega""Gor Jussa"

Pakeezah (1972)
Dialogues by: Aman and Kamal Amrohi

"Main apni favourite hoon"
Jab We Met (2007)
Dialogues by: Imtiaz Ali

"Bade bade shehron mein aisi chhoti chhoti baatein hoti rehti hain"

"Thanks dad! You too."

"3 Idiots (2009)
Dialogues by: Abhijat Joshi, Rajkumar Hirani and Vidhu Vinod Chopra

"3 Idiots (2009)
Dialogues by: Abhijat Joshi, Rajkumar Hirani and Vidhu Vinod Chopra

Tanu Weds
Manu Returns (2015)
Dialogues by: Himanshu Sharma

Amar Prem (1971)
Dialogues by: Ramesh Pant

"Pushpaaa, I hate tears!"
For a start, we believe that writing screenplay before venturing to shoot a film is not merely important but also necessary for the production process. We also believe that the screenplay gives us an accurate time-structure to determine the final length of the film. But like in the rest of Indian Cinema, our Southern filmmakers revel in improvising, on the location, what they call a one-line treatment and the editors revel in chopping miles of footage or gigabytes of file space today in the funkiest manners possible. Some unwritten rules that prevail are: No scene should exceed 30-40 seconds; Continuity is a fad word, never reveal the topography of a location, plenty of close-ups with standard ‘intense’ looks; lengthy dialogues reserved for comedians and climax scenes.

All this has given birth to a new aesthetic called ‘The Random Feel’. They call it the discipline of the whimsical. You may call it an oxymoron and academics like me might cut it short and label it as the domain of morons. But that is the nature of most of our films today where the final screenplay writer emerges only to write eight obligatory copies of the edited version for the censor board. If the CBFC did not exist we would have lost any form of ‘written’ record of the film. Enough has been written on the complete lack of synergy between vernacular story writer and filmmakers; the erratic ways of scheduling film shootings; the dominating ways of actors on location who chisel the narration; the spineless producers who simply juggle finances and the total disregard for copyrights which allow us to copy entire scenes and stories from a huge library of world cinema. Whether they are Malayalam, Kannada, Tamil or Telugu films, the focus is on getting each shot to look like an advertising film. No wonder the camera attendant walks home with Rs. 6500 each day while the dialogue coach should be happy if he or she gets a free ride back home in a crowded unit van. And with 85% of films crashing at the box-office our writers must feel relieved they were not part of the disaster.

Yet 2017 also saw the first big blockbuster truly ‘Indian’ film in ‘Baahubali’ written originally in Telugu, by Vijayendra Prasad who also happens to be the father of the film’s director SS Rajamouli. Attracting massive audiences in all its language versions without big stars, the film undoubtedly set some high standards in sheer industrial professionalism. In many ways the screenplay challenged most of the conventional tenets of character-based psychological realism and chose to dip deep into the various Puranas and mythological legends to provide a visual spectacle and create the necessary ‘awesome’ look. I have yet to find out why ‘awesome’ means brilliant while ‘awful’ means horrible! Prasad also chooses to write in a way, which navigates the story through long scenes, a slower pace in dialogue delivery and cleverly crafted rhetoric. It is not surprising that he is also the writer for ‘Bajrangi Bhaijaan’ and the Tamil blockbuster ‘Mersal’ starring Vijay. It will be indeed interesting to see his forthcoming film ‘Manikarnika’ – The story of Jhansi Ki Rani, starring Kangana Ranaut:

The kind of films which Prasad seems to be working, also requires drafting reasonably elaborate storyboards for compositing effects and graphics.

This technological detail mandates providing precise time and perspective details which in turn impacts the narration’s flow on-screen. Similar CG effects seem to have become commonplace in several Southern TV serials too and this forces writers to step out of their whimsical ‘random’ seats to write with more precision. It is at this juncture that Amazon, Hulu and Netflix have opened their shops in South India. Suddenly we see struggling writers chomping away on keyboards drafting stories ‘a page a minute’ and submitting multiple copies to junior Anglophile executives. After dishing out eight different story-scripts a young harassed writer-director tells me ‘Sir…They just don’t know how to read screenplays’. But how do you tell this to corporate executives? That could be the subject for the next seminar.

K. Hariharan has directed films like Ghasiram Kotwal, Current and Dubashi. An FTII alumni himself, he is currently Professor of Film Studies at Ashoka University.
सामाजिक यथार्थ का बेजोड़ लेखक -
के ए अब्बास!

व्याख्या अहमद अब्बास को दोस्तीके दौरान सिनेमा लेखक में उनके विशेष योगदान के लिए ऐसबबूनूरु अब्बास से समाधान किया जा रहा है। इसी उपलब्धि में, प्रस्तुत है उनकी लेखन-यात्रा पर एक नजर। - अजय ब्रह्मांड
किस्म है कि ‘आवारा’ का सिद्धांत लेकर आवास सहवा महादूर खान के पास गए थे। वे चाहते थे कि डिवारी कुमार सूचित भूमिका निभाए। फिल्म में यह संदेश था कि जमीन और फिल्म से इसका गुण जो भूमिका निभाने नहीं है, सामाजिक वातावरण ही उसका गुण है। महादूर खान ने यह सिद्धांत लागू करने के लिए उस्ताद नहीं, बल्कि महादूर खान ने उसे सब कर ग़ाहिया फिल्मों के साथ ‘अंतर्निहित लिखियों’ थी। उनसे निर्देशना का इतिहास रूप है। वर्तमान, राजकुमार और ख़ामिया आदि आवास के बाहर अंधी सिली और दोनों ने निकल दिटी सिलेंडर को समूह फिल्मों के भवनों के ग्रंथिशाली और नागरिक विभाग के सूचना ब्यूरो अंतर्गत आवास ही थे।

उन्होंने बुद्धि के लिए सिलेंडर बाजी रहा और समय-समय पर फिल्में भी निर्देशित करते हैं।

व्यावसायिक दाबों के आगे, वे काम नहीं लेते।

उन्होंने अपनी फिल्मों के जीवन के दास और उन्होंने उनके साथ नवजात, निर्देशित और वितरित करने को गुरू अधिकारिक है। उनके के दिखाई उनके साथ समाज की समस्याओं को निर्देशित और बिताकर करने को गुरू अधिकारिक हार्दिक। 

सोशल कमर्स की बात है जो नहीं गुरू अधिकारिक है।

उन्होंने अनुभव बच्चों को दिखाए गए। अनुभव उनके लिए चाहिए, समय के साथ-साथ उन्होंने उनके नाम ‘माया’ के संग्रहित करते हैं।

एक इंडियालू में उन्होंने कहा करता, “दिल चाहता है कि मेरे पास एक बात आया कॉम हो जिसमें चाहे तरह किसी की आमंत्रित नहीं...जिसने पर चढ़ने हो, बदले दे सेंटर एक गाही है, बिजली का समयरो आ जाने चाहे...कबीला फाँटें फैले हो, एक बड़ी रोशनी के बाद हो और भी रोशनी काफी हो और चलत हो...”

“दिल चाहता है कि मेरे पास एक बात आया कॉम हो जिसमें चाहे तरह किसी की आमंत्रित नहीं...जिसने पर चढ़ने हो, बदले दे सेंटर एक गाही है, बिजली का समयरो आ जाने चाहे...कबीला फाँटें फैले हो, एक बड़ी रोशनी के बाद हो और भी रोशनी काफी हो और चलत हो...”

“झॉन जगरण के पूरे फिल्मों का संपर्क अनुभव ब्राउज़र इंटर्न ‘jaqan.com’, ‘The News Laddy’ और ‘लोगोलू समाचार’ के लिए निर्देशित समय लिख रहे हैं। हिंदी निमंत्रणों के इलितरी और वातावरण में उनकी बात अच्छी है।

“झॉन जगरण के पूरे फिल्मों का संपर्क अनुभव ब्राउज़र इंटर्न ‘jaqan.com’, ‘The News Laddy’ और ‘लोगोलू समाचार’ के लिए निर्देशित समय लिख रहे हैं। हिंदी निमंत्रणों के इलितरी और वातावरण में उनकी बात अच्छी है।

शाहद में अनील होरूप निर्देशित राही साहब से बीती शीर्ष सिवा मिल चुके थे। बायके के लिए प्रोफेसर पहछा। राही फाँटें दो टेंट भी बाहर।

सोशल कमर्स की बात है जो भी बाहर - अंदाज बी प्रोफेसर के जबाबदारी के कारण, और फिर बायके के कारण। इस फैल भी जब योगदान न बने और राही साहब के नाम की धौखिया कर दी तो फिरल-सा रहा।

राही साहब का जीवन रजा को उसके एक साथी कमांडर की ओर से बढ़ा जाता। दीपी रेलवे के योद्धा योद्धा के लिए डरे ट्रेवलर अवरोध से भागजा जा रहा है। — हरीश मिश्रानी
बहुत राही राही, किसानी दुर्गीया में लेखक के सिखायीं और समीक्षकों द्वारा लचीले जबले हैं। इसीलिए छुप हुलु हुलु वरिक रूप है। यहां साहित्य जिसे भी सिखाया, पढ़ते हुए लगता कि सामने वैदिक, गला में पान का बीड़ा बोसे अपनी मौज में बलिया रहे हैं।

महाराज से पूरे उहाँने छुप आई है एक तीन वरिकियां बहदुरसह जाने में अपनाया था। पर परिवार महाकाव्य में नहीं था। यह "सेविता" शादी के बुद्धि बाद में आया। गूढ़ विवेकानन्द और अनुभव उद्योग का स्वभाव था अलगों अंश था। इसीलिए आपके उहाँने छुपे प्रेमनी पर विवाह करने पहुँचे। उनके कुछ पहटों की वैदिकता के दौरान मैं तस्मा नवं तस्मा, अब तक बाबा पड़ते हैं। यह उनके की सील थी वो, "अयोध्या तो वैदिक है।" बंदरां से अपने को अपना कराये। महाराज का एक साल पूरा होने के उपरांत मैं एक पाठ के दौरान मैं उनके यह था कि "समय" को सेवालग पान वह लाठी लगाकर, पर समय का असल प्रभाव तो उसका रहती सेवन में है।

"अम प्रवर्तक, वा तो तुम साप्तक चाहते हो तो वहा गई आशा है।" दो नौकर बाल ने कहा था। इसीलिए मैं नहीं था कि मैं कुछ अपनी चारियों से दो-दो हो रहा था।" तब वहां ज्यदा के तरह सुधे भी अपने जन्म से समय से जाग रहा है। इसीलिए जैसे ऊँचा ऊँचा का ग्रामों को बहुत संभावित नहीं है वो जी है। वह मुहूर्त भागते ही जिसे संहत नहीं उठाते, बाहर ही एक रूप को तरसता है वह जो संज्ञान है - लिखिता है - डाकरोज़ा। और अवधारणा में ही लगभग धारण करने के लिए जिसके उठाने है। उन्होंने वहीं कितनी दृष्टिकोण है। इसीलिए छुप हुलु हुलु वरिक रूप है।" पर रही साहित्य जिसे भी सिखाया, पढ़ते हुए लगता कि सामने वैदिक, गला में पान का बीड़ा बोसे अपनी मौज में बलिया रहे हैं। यह हिन्दू भाषा में यह आदर्श है कि रही साहित्य पढ़ने के लिए वह वह जीतने का लिया था। इसीलिए छुप हुलु हुलु वरिक को वहीं सिखाया। अब इस अवधारणा में दो विभाजित हो गए। तब उनके धारों को ही सिखून उनसे चूक और बलिया रहे हैं। इसीलिए छुप हुलु हुलु वरिक को वहीं सिखाया। अब इस अवधारणा में दो विभाजित हो गए। तब उनके धारों को ही सिखून उनसे चूक और बलिया रहे हैं। इसीलिए छुप हुलु हुलु वरिक को वहीं सिखाया। अब इस अवधारणा में दो विभाजित हो गए। तब उनके धारों को ही सिखून उनसे चूक और बलिया रहे हैं। इसीलिए छुप हुलु हुलु वरिक को वहीं सिखाया। अब इस अवधारणा में दो विभाजित हो गए। तब उनके धारों को ही सिखून उनसे चूक और बलिया रहे हैं। इसीलिए छुप हुलु हुलु वरिक को वहीं सिखाया। अब इस अवधारणा में दो विभाजित हो गए। तब उनके धारों को ही सिखून उनसे चूक और बलिया रहे हैं। इसीलिए छुप हुलु हुलु वरिक को वहीं सिखाया। अब इस अवधारणा में दो विभाजित हो गए। तब उनके धारों को ही सिखून उनसे चूक और बलिया रहे हैं। इसीलिए छुप हुलु हुलु वरिक को वहीं सिखाया। अब इस अवधारणा में दो विभाजित हो गए। तब उनके धारों को ही सिखून उनसे चूक और बलिया रहे हैं।
ओ जाने वाले
हो सके तो
लौटकर आना!

यादो के इसरों से गीतकार शैलेंद्र को एक समाज शैलेंद्र को 50वीं आयुस्वरूपी
के दौरान गीत लिखने में उनके विशेष योगदान के लिए एसडबल्यूएस अवार्ड
से सम्मानित किया जा रहा है। —जय प्रकाश चौकरे

शैलेंद्र राय के रंग-रंगने वाले विभाग में कार्यरत थे
और एक तात्पर्य उन्होंने सुझाव से आया जाता। उन्होंने
इन की ग्रामीण के और एक दिन भी
कम हुआ। वे काफी आलोचक के
दल के अनुपात में, वह दूसरे
पत्रिका पर लिखने के लिए आगे
उन्नत व्यक्ति। "शैलेंद्र ने अनेक संयुक्त
देशों के लोक नए गीत लिखे,
दिनहरू के लिए भी।" उन्होंने अपने लिखने के लिए वे ठहरे, और उन्होंने गीत लिखा।
"यह काम करता है उनसे विशेष और
स्मरण नहीं होता।" उन्होंने उनके
गीत लिखने के लिए वे ठहरे, और उन्होंने गीत
लिखा।

शैलेंद्र के जीवन में वह परिवर्तन उस समय
आया जब गुरुवर की वीर्यी पर
अध्यात्मिक एक क्रिया सम्बन्धित में
उन्होंने कहता पड़े, "बौद्धिकी में
से अन्य और गीत लिखने
पत्रिका" और "धरा
करके पंजाबीजातीय"

पुन्नसिंह
कपूर की
अध्यात्मिक में
अध्यात्मिक की सम्बन्धित
स्मरण विज्ञान के दौरान युवा राज कपूर निवेशी थे। सम्बन्धित
समस्या होने पर पर्यावरण से जिन्होंने
विभिन्न फिल्मों में गीत लिखने के
निर्देशन किया जिसे शैलेंद्र ने तुरंत
दिया। जिसके रूप में मसले-मसले
पहुँचा है, जिसे महादेव-मेधावी
काम में समाप्त माहौल नहीं रहा। उन्
दिनों पंजाबीजातीय
लोक गीतों को सही कर दें तो शैलेंद्र के राजनीति

"जीना यहाँ,
मरना यहाँ,
इसके सिवा
जाना कहाँ।"
रूपु और शैलेंद्र को भय था कि आध्यात्मिकता और आधुनिकता
परिवर्तन की सहायक को जन्म देने
जिनमें भारतीयता भी जानी जाएगी।
आज हम महसूस कर सकते हैं कि
उनका भय विपरीत नहीं था। शैलेंद्र
को यह भी भय था कि भारत के
साथ ही भारतीय कला भी
गैर-भारतीय लगने लगेगी, और यह
भी कि महान गायकों को लोग भूल
जाएँगे। तब क्या ऐसे में हीरानी
लोगों को गायकों की याद दिलाएगा?

शैलेंद्र का जन्म 30 अगस्त 1923 को सास्करोही में
हुआ था, हालांकि उनके पिता और दादा विहर में
जन्मे थे। शहदद इसी कारण दादा विहर की
कहानी 'सीसी' काल में भारत का नया
मुक्ति जीवन' उनके
तिल में समा गया। रूपु और शैलेंद्र के सहायों
और महान भारतीय कलाओं की सहायता
जिनमें भारतीयता भी जानी जाएगी। आज हम महसूस
कर सकते हैं कि उनका भय विपरीत नहीं था। सच
तो यह है कि शैलेंद्र अपने गीत सुजन में गाने
लेकर रूपु की हृदय काम कर रहे थे और रूपु 'पतली
परिवार' और 'मैल ओवर' में शैलेंद्र के भरोसे
समयों की अभिनव प्रणाली कर रहे थे। शैलेंद्र को यह भी
भय था कि भारत के साथ ही भारतीय कला भी
गैर-भारतीय लगने लगेगी, और यह भी कि महान
गायकों को लोग भूल जाएँगे। तब क्या ऐसे में हीरानी
लोगों को गायकों की याद दिलाएगा?

शैलेंद्र की मृत्यु 14 दिसम्बर 1966 को हुई। उन्होंने
प्रतिभा से हर युग का भारत के लिए गीत
लिखकर संस्कृति को सुरक्षित किया जा
सके। उनके गीतों के लिए आपके लिए भारतीयता के!
सम्बन्ध में उनके गीतों के लिए भारतीयता के
सम्बन्ध में उनके गीतों के लिए भारतीयता के
सम्बन्ध में उनके गीतों के लिए भारतीयता के
सम्बन्ध में उनके गीतों के लिए भारतीयता के
सम्बन्ध में उनके गीतों के लिए भारतीयता के
सम्बन्ध में उनके गीतों के लिए भारतीयता के

TWINKLE TWINKLE
ARE CHILDREN LOSING THEIR INNOCENCE IN

On one of my trips to Delhi, I met a neighbour- hood aunt who was flaunting her grandson “Beta ji, our little child is a star! He is amongst the finalists in the ongoing dance reality show! Now the other neighbours are also wanting to send their children! So we are also in your celebrity league!”

I was shocked to hear these words, are parents that ambitious for their children and their dreams or they are just obsessed with social status, one-upmanship and pressures? I wonder if they are even aware of how the child is doing emotionally and psychologically after so much exposure of every kind at such a tender age?

I met that aunt’s grandson, the star child, except that there was no child left in him. He shook his hands with me like a mature overconfident guy who seemed to have jumped a few years of his life those few years being the precious ones we call childhood.

I wondered how tough it must be for children to be on the sets. I don’t doubt at all that the children are well taken care of on the sets and pampered.

But we do forget the demands of a reality show - many days away from home to rehearse and participate, lots of peer pressure to perform so you remain in the finals, the TRP driven emotional banter they get into, makes them grow up prematurely.

I distinctly remember, to show how popular a certain actress judge was on a certain reality show, the 5-year-old participant was asked to propose to her and say lines he must not even know the meaning of. I mean, what are we doing to their innocence? Also, do we realize that when a child is rejected on a show, it might be very tough for him to accept that and go home unscathed unless of course, a strong parental support sorts him out. On the other hand, would those little minds know how to handle so much success and recognition unless well guided?? And do we give them normal education or keep letting them to bunk school to attend rehearsals? Do we give them enough sleep in those endless practices and late night shoots?

LITTLE STARS
TELEVISION REALITY SHOWS? - DIVYA DUTTA

I still cherish my childhood with the pranks, playing hide and seek, marbles, cricket, until parents would call out to come back home. Can these children also have memories beyond the shooting sets?

I just have one thing to say, all is good with kids doing reality shows, but it is important that we handle them with care, no stress, no pressure. No mature lines that don’t belong to them.

Let them enjoy the shows they participate in, let them enjoy each and every moment of their precious childhood doing what they are supposed to do before it is too late and those magical moments are gone.

We would never want a child who is grown up too soon in the hectic life of shoots to someday look back and say, ‘koi mujhko lauta dobachpan ka saawan, wo kaagaz ki Kashti, wo baarish ka paani…..’

“All is good with kids doing reality shows, but it is important that we handle them with care, no stress, no pressure. No mature lines that don’t belong to them.”

As adults, it is our moral responsibility to give the children what’s due to them, their childhood and the innocence that comes with it.

Divya Dutta is a popular National award-winning actor with several Hindi and Punjabi films to her credit. She has also appeared in several television shows.
Marathi cinema is not funded by studios. Most of it is created by independent producers and directors who allow the film to breathe. We live in the same space where big bang Hindi films are produced and distributed, contrary to our Tamil and Malayalam regional counterparts we live under the fear of the release slate of major Hindi films. There is a specific reason for it. The kind of films we produce and make do not allow our audience to dream big. They do not give them the botox dose of hyper emotion- ality and romance the way any Hindi film would do. We create realistic stories, social dramas and personal memoirs that are made on necessary but tight budgets and strict timelines. Today many of the fresh directors who are telling dynamic stories are writer-directors. They are absolutely sure about the material they are creating and they have a strong and personal reason to make a particular film. Since we do not live under the fear of studio system, and independent producers nurture our films we get the necessary freedom that one needs to help evolve a good film. The Fridays and Monday morning collections do not scare us and we are still able to avoid the vulgarity of declaring the collection figures. Our production system is supported by satellite and digital sales. A studio like Zee with its strong arms in both the above zones has been always instrumental in inviting writers, directors to collaborate on good scripts and help them to convert them into films.

Another positive reason for these fearless creations is the exposure that young writers and directors are getting through watching the content on new web platforms. We get to see a good Malayalam or a good Tamil film with subtitles. We respect the content driven south Indian cinema that is nurtured in these two states. Most of the young directors, unlike our senior generation, do not look up to Hindi cinema as a space that would respect or nurture a good film. If you see the release slate of Hindi films, very rarely do films like Kapoor and Sons or October come to us as great examples of solid film writing. If you see those films you get a feeling that a writer there is respected. The rest of the industry is packaged around actors’ dates and studio slates. I feel blessed that we still have the old institution of individual producers intact in our working space.

The fear still remains. The fear of creative honesty in creation. Because film is a collaborative work and you depend on your team to convert an idea into a film. But we must welcome this fear since it’s a positive fear. The fear of performance, the fear of extending your boundaries – these are positive fears in which a writer must always work. I cherish and welcome those fears but I refuse to accept any fear coming from a film actor, producer or the state. When I sit and wonder why I am able to make good films in constant flow, I pause and pay my respect to great playwrights, dynamic poets who developed a sense of abstract in the minds of our audience. Our audience is patient and most importantly our working industry allows a creative mind to make mistakes. That’s one amazing thing in the air around us.

Sachin Kundalkar is a writer and director. He has Marathi films like Gulasajjamh, Nude: Chitraa; Rajwade and Sons; Vazandaar; Biggie amongst several others, to his credit.
Address: 149, Aaram Nagar-2, Versova, Mumbai - 61

We are currently scouting for scripts for Web Series and Short Format films.

Hamari Film Company is helmed by Kumud Shahi, Faisal Malik and Bhavya Nidhi Sharma.

Hamari Film Company specializes in WEB SERIES TELEVISION SHOWS FEATURE FILMS BRANDED CONTENT

* Please email your script to scripts@hamarifilmcompany.net

* Please send it in PDF format with your full name, phone number & email address.

* Please include your SWA number as well.